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5.! '&9$&,*&'! 3&B$,+! ,95%?,5%.3! 6.$! $&/&,5&'! *5%2B+%! ,*! 9.2/,$&'! H%50! 50&%$! %3%5%,+!








50&! 6,9&! %*! 90,3:&'! UX3'$&H*! d! MH<,3(I! DEEOj! 7.B$5.%*I! -90H,$5SI! -&:0%&$I! @,S&8$,*I! d!
_B%++&B2%&$I!DEEL,WK!7.B$5.%*!&5!,+K! UDEEL,W!/$&*&35&'!/,%$*!.6!B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*!.6!H0%90!50&!
6%$*5! 6,9&!H,*!&%50&$!*0.H3!%3!,!6$.35!.$!*%'&!?%&HI!,3'!&%50&$!$&/&,5&'!H%50!50&!*,2&!?%&H!
UB*%3:! 5H.! '%66&$&35! %2,:&*W! .$! H%50! ,! '%66&$&35! ?%&HK! Q&B$,+! $&*/.3*&*! %3! 50&! ##X!
'&2.3*5$,5&'! 50&! ?%&HT'&/&3'&39&! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3I! H%50! ,! /,$5%,+!
:&3&$,+%S,5%.3! .3! 5$%,+*! H0&$&! ,! 6$.35! ?%&H! H,*! 6.++.H&'! <8! ,! *%'&! ?%&HI! <B5! 3.5! 6.$! 50&!
$&?&$*&! 9.3'%5%.3! U%K&KI! ,! *%'&! ?%&H! 6.++.H&'! <8! ,! 6$.35! ?%&HWK! Z0%+&! 50%*! %3'%9,5&*! 50,5!
$&/$&*&35,5%.3*!.6!B36,2%+%,$!%3!50&!##X!,$&!3.5!6B++8!?%&HT%3'&/&3'&35I!2.$&!2&'%,+!$&:%.3*!
%3! 50&! 6B*%6.$2!9.$5&N!*0.H&'!$&'B9&'!3&B$,+! $&*/.3*&*! 5.!*,2&!6,9&!$&/&5%5%.3*!,9$.**!,++!
58/&*!.6!?%&H!90,3:&*K!A0&*&!$&:%.3*!H&$&!.B5*%'&!<B5!,'h,9&35!5.!50&!6,9&T*&+&95%?&!##XI!,3'!
2,8!<&! %3?.+?&'! %3!2.$&!,<*5$,95!.$!*&2,35%9! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*!.6! %3'%?%'B,+! 6,9&*K!X!*&9.3'!
*5B'8! U7.B$5.%*I! -90H,$5SI!-&:0%&$I! @,S&8$,*I!d!_B%++&B2%&$I!DEEL<W!9.2/,$&'! 6,9&T*&+&95%?&!
,',/5,5%.3!&66&95*!,9$.**!90,3:&*!%3!?%&H/.%35!B*%3:!<.50!B36,2%+%,$!,3'!6,2.B*!6,9&*K!A0&$&!
H,*!3.! $&'B95%.3! %3! 50&!##X!,9$.**!?%&H!90,3:&*!&?&3! 6.$! $&/&5%5%.3*!.6! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*! 50,5!
0,?&!$&/&,5&'+8!<&&3!*&&3!,9$.**!'%66&$&35!%2,:&*!,3'!'%66&$&35!?%&H/.%35*K!A,(&3!5.:&50&$I!
50&*&!6%3'%3:*!'.!3.5!*B//.$5!50&!08/.50&*%*!50,5!50&!##X!$&/$&*&35*!6,9&*!%3!,!*5$%95+8!?%&HT
%3'&/&3'&35! 6.$2,5I! &?&3! 50.B:0! *.2&! '&:$&&! .6! :&3&$,+%S,5%.3! ,9$.**! %2,:&! ?,$%,<%+%58I!
%39+B'%3:!9&$5,%3!90,3:&*!%3!6,9&!?%&HI!0,?&!<&&3!.<*&$?&'K!!
X5! /$&*&35I! 50&$&! %*! +%55+&! &?%'&39&! 6.$! JB,+%5,5%?&! '%66&$&39&*! %3! 3&B$,+! $&*/.3*&*! 5.!
6,2%+%,$!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!U*&&!Q,5B!d!icA..+&I!DE""I!6.$!,!$&?%&HWK!Y.H&?&$I!
MH<,3(!,3'!X3'$&H*!UDEE]W!/$.?%'&'!&?%'&39&!50,5!50&!##X!2,8!'%**.9%,5&!<&5H&&3!6,2%+%,$!
,3'! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! /&$9&/5%.3^! X95%?%58! %3! 50&! ##X! H,*! $&'B9&'! H0&3! 6,9&*! .6! 50&! *,2&!
%3'%?%'B,+!H&$&!$&/&,5&'I!,3'!50%*!&66&95!H,*!2.'B+,5&'!<8!6,2%+%,$%58K!Q&B$,+!,',/5,5%.3!H,*!
?%&HT'&/&3'&35! 6.$! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! <B5! ?%&HT%3'&/&3'&35! 6.$! 6,2%+%,$! 6,9&*K! A0&*&! $&*B+5*!
/$.?%'&!,!3&B$,+!<,*%*!6.$!'%66&$&39&*!%3!50&!$&9.:3%5%.3!.6!6,2%+%,$!,3'!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*K!X+.3:!
*%2%+,$!+%3&*I!M:&$!&5!,+K!UDEELW!$&/.$5&'!'%66&$&39&*!%3!50&!'&:$&&!.6!%2,:&!'&/&3'&398!,9$.**!
6B*%6.$2! 9.$5&NK! -5$.3:&$! %2,:&T'&/&3'&39&!H,*! 6.B3'! %3! $%:05! 50,3! +&65! ,35&$%.$! 6B*%6.$2!
:8$B*K!X''%5%.3,++8I!:$&,5&$!:&3&$,+%S,5%.3!,9$.**!'%66&$&35!%2,:&*!H,*!.<*&$?&'!%3!,35&$%.$!,*!








G3! 9.35$,*5! 5.! 50&! $&?%&H&'! 3&B$.%2,:%3:! &?%'&39&I! 6%3'%3:*! 6$.2! &+&95$./08*%.+.:%9,+!
$&*&,$90! /$&*&35! ,! '%66&$&35! /%95B$&^! X! 9.3*%'&$,<+&! '&:$&&! .6! %2,:&T%3'&/&3'&39&! .6!
6,2%+%,$!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!%*!*B::&*5&'!<8!50&!6,95!50,5!50&!%'&35%58T*&3*%5%?&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35!
%*!$&+%,<+8!/$&*&35!.?&$!.99%/%5.T5&2/.$,+!$&:%.3*!5.!$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!50&!*,2&!6,2.B*!%3'%?%'B,+!
*0.H3! ,9$.**! '%66&$&35! %2,:&*! U-90H&%3<&$:&$! &5! ,+KI! DEED,W! .$! :&.2&5$%9! '%*5.$5%.3*! U%K&KI!
?&$5%9,++8!.$!0.$%S.35,++8!*5$&590&'! %2,:&*j!;%3'&2,33!&5!,+KI!DEE]WK!Y.H&?&$I! 50&!.<*&$?&'!
,2/+%5B'&!2.'B+,5%.3*! 6.$!'%66&$&35T%2,:&!,*! 9.2/,$&'! 5.!*,2&T%2,:&! $&/&5%5%.3*! %3'%9,5&!
50,5!50&!QDLE$!$&*/.3*&! %*!3.5!6B++8! %2,:&T%3?,$%,35!U-90H&%3<&$:&$!&5!,+KI!DEED,WK!M?%'&39&!
6.$! $.<B*5! 9.'%3:! .6! ?%*B,+! 9B&*! 6.$! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58! 0,*! ,+*.! <&&3! *0.H3! 6.$! $&/&5%5%.3*! .6!
B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!H0&$&!,3!QDLE$! %*!$&+%,<+8!/$&*&35!,9$.**!'%66&$&35!/0.5.:$,/0*!U`,B62,33!
&5! ,+KI! DEE]W! .$! 90,3:&*! %3! ?%&H! U%K&KI! 6$.35! .$! *%'&! ?%&H*j! *&&! =,0,$&+! &5! ,+KI! DEE\WK! G3! 50&!
=,0,$&+!&5!,+K!*5B'8I!50&!6%$*5!6,9&!.3!&,90!5$%,+!H,*!,+H,8*!*0.H3!%3!,!6B++!6$.35!?%&H!H0%+&!50&!
*&9.3'! 6,9&!H,*! *0.H3! %3! ,! *%'&! ?%&HK! A0&!/$&*&39&!.6! ,! 9+&,$!QDLE$! 5.! $&/&5%5%.3*!.6! 50&!
*,2&! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! '&*/%5&! 90,3:&*! %3! ?%&H/.%35! .3! &,90! 5$%,+! '&2.3*5$,5&*! 50,5! 50%*!
9.2/.3&35!:&3&$,+%*&*!,9$.**!/&$9&/5B,+!90,3:&*I!&?&3!H0&3!6,9&*!,$&!B36,2%+%,$K!!
A,(&3!5.:&50&$I!%3!*/%5&!.6!9+&,$!<&0,?%.B$,+!'%*9$&/,39%&*!<&5H&&3!6,2%+%,$!,3'!B36,2%+%,$!
6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3I! 50&$&! %*! +%55+&! *8*5&2,5%9! %3*%:05! %35.! 50&)3&B$,+! <,*%*!.6! 50&*&!'%66&$&39&*K!
A0%*! %39+B'&*! 50&! JB&*5%.3! H0&50&$! %3?,$%,35! /&$9&/5%.3! .6! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58! .?&$! ,3'! ,<.?&!






6,9&*! ,$&! 90,$,95&$%S&'! <8! ?%&HT'&/&3'&39&! .$! %3'&/&3'&39&K! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! H&$&!
$&9.$'&'!5.!/,%$*!.6!*&JB&35%,++8!/$&*&35&'!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!50,5!H&$&!/$&*&35&'!,5!6%N,5%.3K!
#,9&*! H&$&! *0.H3! %3! &%50&$! ,! 6B++T6$.35I! *%'&! .$! /$.6%+&! ?%&HI! ,3'! ?%&H! ,+H,8*! 90,3:&'!
<&5H&&3!$&/&,5&'!6,9&*!.6!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+K!i3!0,+6!.6!,++!5$%,+*I!5H.!%2,:&*!*0.H&'!50&!
*,2&!/&$*.3K!G3!50&!.50&$!0,+6I!5H.!'%66&$&35!%3'%?%'B,+*!H&$&!*0.H3K!A.!:.!<&8.3'!/$&?%.B*!






6,9&T%'&35%58!2,590%3:! 5,*(I! ,3'! $&/.$5&'! .3! &,90! 5$%,+!H0&50&$! 50&! *,2&!.$! 5H.!'%66&$&35!
%3'%?%'B,+*! H&$&! /$&*&35&'K! >3+%(&! /$&?%.B*! &N/&$%2&35*I! ,! $,/%'! $&/&5%5%.3! /,$,'%:2!H,*!
&2/+.8&'! H0&$&! 5H.! 6,9&*! H&$&! /$&*&35&'! 6.$! DEE! 2*! &,90I! *&/,$,5&'! <8! ,! DEE! 2*!
%35&$*5%2B+B*!%35&$?,+!UG-GW!5.!5&*5!H0&50&$!QDLE$!$&*/.3*&*!,$&!&+%9%5&'!<8!?&$8!$,/%'!*5%2B+%!
$&/&5%5%.3*K! AH.! 08/.50&*&*!H&$&! 5&*5&'^! #%$*5I! %6! 50&!QDLE$! $&6+&95*! ,! 0%:0T+&?&+! *5$B95B$,+!
6,9&! $&/$&*&35,5%.3I! 50%*! 9.2/.3&35! *0.B+'! :&3&$,+%S&! ,9$.**! $&/&5%5%.3*! .6! 50&! *,2&! 6,9&!
*0.H3! %3! 5H.!'%66&$&35!?%&H*K!-&9.3'I! %6!QDLE$!,2/+%5B'&*!,$&!B3,66&95&'!<8!50&!'&:$&&!.6!












A0&!*5%2B+%! *&5!9.3*%*5&'!.6!"D!B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*!U*%N! 6&2,+&! 6,9&*W!9$&,5&'!B*%3:!#,9&)&3!




<.55.2! /,3&+WK! X++! %2,:&*! H&$&! 9$.//&'! %35.! ,3! .?,+! *0,/&! B*%3:! X'.<&! 70.5.*0./! RKE!
UX'.<&!-8*5&2*!G39KWK!#,9&!%2,:&*!*B<5&3'&'!,!?%*B,+!,3:+&!.6![KFs!w!LKFsK!A0&!9.2<%3,5%.3!.6!
"D!'%66&$&35!%'&35%5%&*!,3'!50$&&!'%66&$&35!?%&H*!$&*B+5&'!%3!,!5.5,+!.6!FR!6,9&!%2,:&*K!X++!6,9&!











200 ms 1500 ms
Face 1 Face 2
Temporal parameters
Side                   Profile
 Profile              Front







Face Stimulus Sequence 
!
#$%&'()-+*!A./!/,3&+^!A&2/.$,+!/,$,2&5&$*!.6!*5%2B+B*!/$&*&35,5%.3!.3!&,90!5$%,+K!;.55.2!/,3&+^!MN,2/+&*!
.6! 50&! 6.B$! '%66&$&35! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*! *&JB&39&*K! i3! &,90! 5$%,+I! 5H.! 6,9&*! *0.H&'! &%50&$! 50&! *,2&! .$! 5H.!






<&5H&&3! 6%$*5! ,3'! *&9.3'! *5%2B+B*K! #.$! 50&! /B$/.*&! .6! ,3,+8*%*I! 50&! ,3:B+,$! '%66&$&39&!






/$.6%+&! ?%&H! 0,'! ,3! ,3:B+,$! 90,3:&! .6! \EsK! A0%*! $&*B+5&'! %3! 5H.! 58/&*! .6! $.5,5%.3*^! *2,++!
$.5,5%.3*! U9.++,/*&'!,9$.**! *%'&T6$.35! ,3'! *%'&T/$.6%+&W! ,3'! +,$:&! $.5,5%.3*! U9.++,/*&'!,9$.**!
6$.35T/$.6%+&!,3'!/$.6%+&T6$.35WK!M%:05!&N/&$%2&35,+!<+.9(*!.6!]E!5$%,+*!H&$&!$B3!H%50!*&+6T/,9&'!
<$&,(*K! #.$58! 5$%,+*! /&$!<+.9(! U"E! 6.$!&,90!.6! 50&! 6.B$! 9.2<%3,5%.3!.6! 6,9&!?%&H^! *%'&T6$.35I!
*%'&T/$.6%+&I!6$.35T/$.6%+&I!.$!/$.6%+&T6$.35!5$%,+*W!%39+B'&'!6,9&*!.6!5H.!'%66&$&35!%3'%?%'B,+*K!G3!
50&!.50&$!OE!5$%,+*I!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+!H,*!*0.H3K!
A0&!?%&H!.6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&! U%K&KI!&%50&$! 6$.35!.$!/$.6%+&!?%&HW! $&2,%3&'!9.3*5,35!H%50%3!
&,90! &N/&$%2&35,+! <+.9(I! ,3'! ,+5&$3,5&'! ,9$.**! *B99&**%?&! <+.9(*K! -%N! /,$5%9%/,35*! *5,$5&'!
H%50!,!<+.9(!H0&$&!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&!H,*!,+H,8*!/$&*&35&'!%3!,!6$.35!?%&HI!,3'!50&!.50&$!*%N!
*5,$5&'! H%50! ,! /$.6%+&T?%&H! <+.9(K! 7,$5%9%/,35*! /&$6.$2&'! ,3! %'&35%58T2,590%3:! 5,*(! ,3'!
$&*/.3'&'!H%50!,!+&65T0,3'!<B55.3!/$&**!.3!%'&35%58!$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!U$&:,$'+&**!.6!50&!?%&H!%3!
H0%90! 50&! 5H.! 6,9&*!H&$&! *0.H3WI! ,3'!H%50! ,! $%:05T0,3'! <B55.3! /$&**! .3! %'&35%58! 90,3:&!
5$%,+*K!A0&!&N/&$%2&35!+,*5&'!,//$.N%2,5&+8!DL!2%3I!,3'!/,$5%9%/,35*!/&$6.$2&'!5H.!5$,%3%3:!








H,*! $&9.$'&'!<%/.+,$+8! 6$.2!50&!.B5&$! 9,350%!.6!<.50!&8&*K!X3!&+&95$.'&!/+,9&'!.3! 50&! +&65!
&,$+.<&!*&$?&'!,*! $&6&$&39&! 6.$!.3+%3&!$&9.$'%3:I!,3'!MM)!H,*!$&T$&6&$&39&'!.66T+%3&!5.! 50&!
,?&$,:&! .6! 50&! +&65! ,3'! $%:05! &,$+.<&K! M+&95$.'&! %2/&',39&*! H&$&! (&/5! <&+.H! L! (xK! Q.!
,''%5%.3,+!.66T+%3&!6%+5&$*!H&$&!,//+%&'K!#.$!&,90!MM)!&/.90I!,2/+%5B'&!?,+B&*!H&$&!9.2/B5&'!
$&+,5%?&!5.!,!<,*&+%3&!H%50!,!'B$,5%.3!.6!"EE!2*!U$,3:%3:!6$.2!LE!2*!<&6.$&!5.!LE!2*!,65&$!50&!
.3*&5! .6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*WK! M/.90*! H%50! ,95%?%58! &N9&&'%3:! yFE! z_! %3! 50&! YMi)!
90,33&+! U$&6+&95%3:! 0.$%S.35,+! &8&! 2.?&2&35*W! .$! yRE! z_! ,5! #/S! U%3'%9,5%3:! &8&! <+%3(*! .$!








C&,3! ,2/+%5B'&! ?,+B&*!H&$&! 9.2/B5&'! ,5! /.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&*! 7[n]! 6.$! 50&!Q"[E! 5%2&!
%35&$?,+!U"RET"\E!2*!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&W!,3'!6.$!50&!QDLE$!5%2&!%35&$?,+!UDLET
FEE!2*!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&!H0&$&!50&!&66&95!H,*!2,N%2,+WK!X3,+.:.B*!,3,+8*&*!
H&$&! ,+*.! 9.2/B5&'! 6.$! 6$.35,+! &+&95$.'&! #SK! V&/&,5&'T2&,*B$&*! ,3,+8*&*! .6! ?,$%,39&!
UXQi_X*W! H&$&! /&$6.$2&'! 6.$! 6,95.$*! %'&35%58! U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! ?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&WI!
,3:+&! UOLs! ?&$*B*! \Es^! *2,++! ?&$*B*! +,$:&W! ,3'! 0&2%*/0&$&! U+&65! ?&$*B*! $%:05^! 7[! ?&$*B*!7]WK!
X''%5%.3,+!,3,+8*&*!H&$&!/&$6.$2&'!6.$!6.B$T+&?&+!6,95.$!?%&H!9.3'%5%.3!U%K&KI!*%'&T6$.35I!*%'&T




























/$.6%+&I! /$.6%+&T6$.35! ,3'! 6$.35T/$.6%+&! U]DmI! []m! ,3'! [[mI! $&*/&95%?&+8WK! X! *%:3%6%9,35!






URO"!2*I! RL"!2*! ,3'! RLF!2*I! $&*/&95%?&+8WK! X! *%:3%6%9,35! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'!
?%&H! 9.3'%5%.3! H,*! .<5,%3&'! UXUFIODW! v! RK]j! 1! {! KE"WK! #.++.HTB/! ,3,+8*&*! $&?&,+&'! ,! 2,%3!





#%:B$&! FKD! U5./! /,3&+W! *0.H*! MV7! :$,3'! ,?&$,:&*! &+%9%5&'! <8! %'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3*! ?&$*B*!
90,3:&*!,5!+,5&$,+!.99%/%5,+!&+&95$.'&*!7[!,3'!7]!,3'!,35&$%.$!6$.35,+!&+&95$.'&!#S!%3!50&!OEE!












    -1µV
250 - 300 ms               







#$%&'() -+,)A./!/,3&+^!)$,3'T,?&$,:&'! MV7*!2&,*B$&'! ,5! +,5&$,+! /.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&!/,%$! 7[n]! ,3'! 6$.35,+!
&+&95$.'&! #S! 6.$! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3*! U*.+%'! +%3&*W! ,3'! %'&35%58T90,3:&*! U',*0&'! +%3&*WI! 9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**! ,++!
5$%,+*K! ;.55.2! /,3&+^! A./.:$,/0%9! 2,/*! 9.3*5$B95&'! <8! */0&$%9,+! */+%3&! %35&$/.+,5%.3! U7&$$$%3I! 7&$3%&$I!
;&$5$,3'I!d!M90,++%&$I!"\]\W!.6!MV7!'%66&$&39&!,2/+%5B'&*!%3!50&!QDLE$!5%2&!H%3'.H!UDLETFEE!2*!,65&$!50&!
.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&W!.<5,%3&'!<8!*B<5$,95%3:!MV7!2&,3!,2/+%5B'&!.3! %'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*! 6$.2!MV7!






-9,+/! 5./.:$,/0%&*!.6!MV7!,2/+%5B'&!'%66&$&39&*!H&$&!9,+9B+,5&'!*&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! %'&35%58T
$&/&5%5%.3*! ?&$*B*! 90,3:&*! %3! 50&! QDLE$! 5%2&!H%3'.H! UDLETFEE!2*! ,65&$! 50&! .3*&5! .6! 50&!
*&9.3'!6,9&j!*&&!#%:B$&!FKDI!<.55.2!/,3&+WK!=0,$,95&$%*5%9!<%+,5&$,+!3&:,5%?%5%&*!H&$&!/$&*&35!
.?&$!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&*!UQDLE$!9.2/.3&35*WI!,3'!50&*&!H&$&!,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,3!,35&$%.$!
/.*%5%?%58! %3! 50&! *,2&! +,5&398! $,3:&K!#%:B$&!FKF! U5./!/,3&+W! *0.H*!MV7*!&+%9%5&'!.3! %'&35%58T
$&/&5%5%.3!,3'!%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*I!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!5$%,+*!H%50!*2,++!.$!+,$:&!,3:+&*!.6!$.5,5%.3!
<&5H&&3! 5H.! 6,9&*! %3! ,! /,%$K! X*! %*! &?%'&35! 6$.2! 50&! :$,3'! ,?&$,:&*I! ?&$8! *%2%+,$! QDLE$!
9.2/.3&35*!H&$&!&+%9%5&'!.3! 5$%,+*!H%50!<.50! *2,++! ,3'! +,$:&!,3:+&*!.6! $.5,5%.3I! ,3'! 50&*&!
*0.H&'! 50&! 90,$,95&$%*5%9! *9,+/! 5./.:$,/0%&*! H%50! ,! /.*5&$%.$! 3&:,5%?%58! 50,5! H,*!
,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,!6$.35,+!/.*%5%?%58!U*&&!#%:B$&!FKFKI!<.55.2!/,3&+WK!!
A0&$&!H,*! 3.! *%:3%6%9,35!2,%3! &66&95! .6! %'&35%58! %3! 50&! Q"[E! 5%2&!H%3'.H! U"RET"\E!2*!
,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&j#XU"I"OW!v!FK"j!1!v!K"E"WI!9.36%$2%3:!50,5!Q"[E!9.2/.3&35*!
H&$&!B3,66&95&'!<8! %'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3*!?&$*B*!90,3:&*K!X! *%:3%6%9,35!2,%3!&66&95!.6! %'&35%58!
H,*!/$&*&35! %3! 50&!DLETFEE!2*!QDLE$! 5%2&!H%3'.H!,5!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&*!7[n]! UXU"I"OW! v!

































    -1µV
250 - 300 ms               




#$%&'() -+-! A./!/,3&+^!)$,3'T,?&$,:&'!MV7*!&+%9%5&'!,5! +,5&$,+!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&!/,%$!7[n]! %3! 50&!OEE!2*!
%35&$?,+!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!*5%2B+B*!6.$!%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3*!U*.+%'!+%3&*WI!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!%'&35%58!
90,3:&*!U',*0&'T+%3&*WI!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!5$%,+*!H%50!*2,++!?&$*B*!+,$:&!,3:+&*!.6!$.5,5%.3K!;.55.2!/,3&+^!






X3,+.:.B*! ,3,+8*&*! H&$&! $B3! ,5! 6$.35,+! &+&95$.'&! #S! %3! 50&! DLETFEE! 2*! 5%2&! H%3'.H!
U6$.35,+!/.*%5%?%58WK!X!2,%3!&66&95!.6! %'&35%58!,//$.,90&'!*%:3%6%9,39&! UXU"I"OWv!OKDj!1! {! KERWI!
$&6+&95%3:!+,$:&$!/.*%5%?%5%&*!5.!$&/&5%5%.3*!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!90,3:&*!.6! %'&35%58K!A0&$&!H,*!3.!
%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!%'&35%58!,3'!,3:+&!UX!{!"WK!G3*/&95%.3!.6!:$,3'T,?&$,:&'!MV7!H,?&6.$2*!














%3! 50&! &,$+8! 5%2&! H%3'.H! U"RET"\E! 2*W! H&$&! B3,66&95&'! <8! %'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3*! ?&$*B*!
90,3:&*I!%3!+%3&!H%50!/$&?%.B*!6%3'%3:*!50,5!50%*!9.2/.3&35!%*!3.5!2.'B+,5&'!<8!6,9%,+!%'&35%58!
UM%2&$I!DEEE9j!;&35%3!d!4&.B&++I!DEEEj!<B5!*&&!=,0,$&+!&5!,+KI!DEE\WK!=+&,$!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!
H&$&! /$&*&35! %3! 50&! *B<*&JB&35! DLETFEE! 2*! /.*5T*5%2B+B*! 5%2&! H%3'.HI! '&2.3*5$,5%3:!
58/%9,+! &3+,$:&'! 3&:,5%?%5%&*! 5.! 5H.! 6,9&*! *0.H%3:! 50&! *,2&! ,*! 9.2/,$&'! 5.! 5H.! '%66&$&35!
%3'%?%'B,+*K!A./.:$,/0%9!*9,+/!2,/*!9.36%$2&'!%5*!90,$,95&$%*5%9!/.*5&$%.$!3&:,5%?%58!50,5!H,*!
,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,3!,35&$%.$!/.*%5%?%58!%3!50&!*,2&!5%2&!$,3:&!U*&&!#%:B$&!FKDI!<.55.2!/,3&+WK!
A0&!/$&*&39&!.6! $&+%,<+&!QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! 5.! %22&'%,5&! $&/&5%5%.3*!.6!B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! %*!
9.3*%*5&35!H%50!/$&?%.B*! $&/.$5*! U76r5S&!&5! ,+KI! DEEDj! G5%&$!d!A,8+.$I! DEEOWK! G2/.$5,35+8I! 50&!
/$&*&35!&N/&$%2&35!&2/+.8&'!,!$,/%'!$&/&5%5%.3!/,$,'%:2!H0&$&!5H.!6,9&*!H&$&!/$&*&35&'!
H%50%3!OEE!2*!.6!&,90!.50&$K!A0&!6,95!50,5!$&+%,<+&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!H&$&!&+%9%5&'!6.++.H%3:!
?&$8! <$%&6! 5%2&! +,:*! <&5H&&3! $&/&5%5%.3*! '&2.3*5$,5&*! 50,5! ?%*B,+! %36.$2,5%.3! ,<.B5! 50&!





2&2.$8! 5$,9&*! ,$&! %22&'%,5&+8! ,?,%+,<+&! 5.! <&! 2,590&'! H%50! .3T+%3&! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! .6!
%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&*K!G3!,3!&,$+%&$!*5B'8I!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!5.!6,2.B*!6,9&!$&/&5%5%.3*!H&$&!6.B3'!
H%50! &?&3! *0.$5&$! %35&$*5%2B+B*! %35&$?,+*! U"[! 2*j! A$&33&$I! -90H&%3<&$:&$I! P&35S*90I! d!
-.22&$I!DEEOWK!Y.H&?&$I! 50%*!&66&95! %*! +%(&+8! 5.! $&6+&95!,!2,590!<&5H&&3! 5H.!*%2B+5,3&.B*!
/&$9&/5B,+! 6,9&! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! $,50&$! 50,3! ?%*B,+! 6,9&!2&2.$8! U*&&! ;$.9(2.+&I!Z,3:I! d!
G$H%3I!DEEDj!4,+?%5!d!M%2&$I!DE""I!6.$!50&!5$,3*%5%.3!6$.2!/&$9&/5T/&$9&/5!5.!2&2.$8T/&$9&/5!
%35&$,95%.3*!,*!,!6B395%.3!.6!G-GWK!G3!9.35$,*5I!50&!G-G!.6!DEE!2*!50,5!H,*!B*&'!%3!MN/&$%2&35!"!
H,*! *B66%9%&35+8! +.3:! 5.!/$&?&35!'%$&95!/&$9&/5B,+! %35&$,95%.3*!<&5H&&3! 5H.! %2,:&*I! ,3'! 5.!
&3*B$&! 50,5! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! $&6+&95! 50&! /$&*&39&! .6! $,/%'+8! :&3&$,5&'! ?%*B,+! 2&2.$8!
$&/$&*&35,5%.3*!6.$!%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&*?!
X3,+8*&*!.6!MV7!',5,!,9$.**!,++!&N/&$%2&35,+!<+.9(*!9.36%$2&'!50&!/$&*&39&!.6!,3!QDLE$!
9.2/.3&35K! A0&! 6%3'%3:! 50,5! ,3! QDLE$! H,*! 9+&,$+8! 5$%::&$&'! <8! %'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3*! ?&$*B*!
90,3:&*! B3'&$! 9.3'%5%.3*! H0&$&! 5H.! 6,9&*! H&$&! ,+H,8*! *0.H3! %3! 5H.! '%66&$&35! ?%&H*!
'&2.3*5$,5&*! 50,5! 50%*! 9.2/.3&35! $&6+&95*! 50&!&N5$,95%.3!.6!?%*B,+! %36.$2,5%.3! 6$.2!,! 6,9&!
50,5! %*! */&9%6%9! 5.! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58I!,3'!'.&*!3.5!2&$&+8! $&6+&95! 50&!&39.'%3:!.6!2.$&!:&3&$,+!
+.HT+&?&+!?%*B,+!/$./&$5%&*!.6!50&!%2,:&K!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!5.!$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!
,9$.**!?%&H!90,3:&*!0,?&!<&&3!.<*&$?&'!%3!.3&!/$&?%.B*!MV7!*5B'8!U*&&!=,0,$&+!&5!,+KI!DEE\WK!
Y.H&?&$I! %3! 50%*! *5B'8I! 50&! $.5,5%.3! %3! ?%&H%3:! ,3:+&! <&5H&&3! 5H.! 6,9&*! ,+H,8*! $&2,%3&'!
9.3*5,35! ,5! ,3! ,3:+&! .6! ,//$.N%2,5&+8! OLsK! C.$&.?&$I! .3! ,++! 5$%,+*! ,! 6B++T6$.35! ?%&H! H,*!






<8! 50&! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35I! :&3&$,+%S&*! ,9$.**! +,$:&! 90,3:&*! %3! ?%&HI! ,3'! H0&50&$! 50%*!
9.2/.3&35!%*!2.'B+,5&'!<8!50&!$&+,5%?&!'&:$&&!.6!,3:+&!$.5,5%.3K!A.!,3*H&$!50&*&!JB&*5%.3*I!
QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!H&$&!2&,*B$&'!.3!5$%,+*!H0&$&!50&!*&9.3'!.6!5H.!*B99&**%?&+8!/$&*&35&'!
6,9&*!H,*! &%50&$! $.5,5&'! <8! OLs! .$! \Es! U*2,++! ?&$*B*! +,$:&! ,3:+&WK! =+&,$!QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*!
H&$&!3.5!.3+8!5$%::&$&'!%3!$&*/.3*&!5.!*2,++!,3:B+,$!$.5,5%.3*!U%K&KI!*%'&T6$.35!,3'!*%'&T/$.6%+&!
5$%,+*WI!<B5!,+*.!$&+%,<+8!&2&$:&'!5.!+,$:&!,3:B+,$!$.5,5%.3*!U%K&KI!6$.35T/$.6%+&!,3'!/$.6%+&T6$.35!





QDLE$! ,2/+%5B'&*I! ,*! 9.2/.3&35*!.6! *%2%+,$! *%S&!H&$&!.<5,%3&'! 6.$!<.50! 58/&*!.6! $.5,5%.3K!
A0%*! 6%3'%3:! %*! $&2,$(,<+&I! ,*! %5! *B::&*5*! 50,5! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! :&3&$,+%S&*! 5.! ,!
*B<*5,35%,+! '&:$&&! ,9$.**! 90,3:&*! %3! ?%&H/.%35I! %39+B'%3:! +,$:&! $.5,5%.3*! %3! ?%&H%3:! ,3:+&!







6%$*5! ?&$*B*! *&9.3'! 0,+6WI! 3.! &66&95*! .6! 6,9&! +&,$3%3:! H&$&! .<*&$?&'K! A0%*! %*! 3.5! *B$/$%*%3:!
9.3*%'&$%3:! 50,5! 50&! *5%2B+B*! *&5! '%'! 3.5! 9.3*%*5! .6! 3.?&+! 6,9&*I! <B5! .6! 6,9&*! H%50! H0%90!
/,$5%9%/,35*! H&$&! ,+$&,'8! 6,2%+%,$K! A0&$&6.$&I! %5! %*! +%(&+8! 50,5! 50&! ,<*&39&! .6! 6,9&! +&,$3%3:!









%2,:&! .$! ?%&HT%3'&/&3'&39&! .6! 6,9&T*&+&95%?&! $&*/.3*&*! %3! .99%/%5.T5&2/.$,+! 9.$5&NI! ,3'!
50&*&! &66&95*! 0,?&! <&&3! *0.H3! 6.$! <.50! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*! U-90H&%3<&$:&$! &5! ,+KI! DEED,j!
;%3'&2,33! &5! ,+KI! DEE]WI! ,*!H&++! ,*! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! U=,0,$&+! &5! ,+KI! DEE\j! `,B62,33! &5! ,+KI!
DEE]WK! MV7! 6%3'%3:*! .6! ,! '&:$&&! .6! %3?,$%,35! /$.9&**%3:! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! %'&35%58! 9.35$,*5!
H%50! 9+&,$! <&0,?%.B$,+! %2/,%$2&35*! %3! $&9.:3%5%.3! 2&2.$8! 6.$! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! .3! 5,*(*!
$&JB%$%3:! 50&! $&9.:3%5%.3! .6! 50&! *,2&! /&$*.3! *0.H3! 6$.2! '%66&$&35! /0.5.:$,/0*! .$!
?%&H/.%35*!U&K:KI!;$B9&I!"\]Dj!;$B9&!&5!,+KI!"\\\WK!A0%*!%*!6B$50&$!'&2.3*5$,5&'!<8!<&0,?%.B$,+!
/&$6.$2,39&! .3! 50&! %'&35%58T2,590%3:! 5,*(! %3! 50&! /$&*&35! *5B'8^! 7,$5%9%/,35*! $&*/.3'&'!








<&5H&&3! 5H.! 6,9&*! ,3'! ,$&! 50B*! 3.5! 6B++8! %3?,$%,35K! C.$&.?&$I! *,2&n'%66&$&35! %'&35%58!
hB':2&35*! H&$&!2.$&! ,99B$,5&! ,3'! 6,*5&$! .3! *%'&T6$.35! 5$%,+*I! ,*! 9.2/,$&'! 5.! ,38! .6! 50&!
.50&$!50$&&!?%&H!9.3'%5%.3*I!*B::&*5%3:!50,5!%5!H,*!&,*%&*5!5.!2,590!/,%$*!.6!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!
.3! 50.*&! 58/&*! .6! 5$%,+*K! A0%*! 6B$50&$! %3'%9,5&*! 50,5! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! H,*! 6,9%+%5,5&'! %3! 50&!
,<*&39&! .6! ,! /$.6%+&! ?%&H! U%K&KI! .3! *%'&T6$.35! 5$%,+*WI! H0&$&,*! $&9.:3%5%.3! /&$6.$2,39&! H,*!
*%2%+,$! .3! 5$%,+*! H0&$&! ,! /$.6%+&! ?%&H! H,*! /$&*&35! U%K&KI! .3! *%'&T/$.6%+&I! 6$.35T/$.6%+&I! ,3'!
/$.6%+&T6$.35! 5$%,+*WI! H0%90! %*! %3! +%3&! H%50! /$&?%.B*! 6%3'%3:*! 50,5! /$.6%+&! ?%&H*! %2/,%$! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3!2&2.$8!UY%++!&5!,+KI!"\\[WK!!
Y.H! 9,3! 50&! .<*&$?&'! '%*9$&/,39%&*! <&5H&&3! <&0,?%.B$,+! ,3'! MV7! 2&,*B$&*! <&!
&N/+,%3&'e!i3&!/.**%<+&!&N/+,3,5%.3!%*!50,5!5H.!'%66&$&35!/$.9&**&*!,$&!%3?.+?&'!%3!B36,2%+%,$!
6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3I!$&6+&95%3:!50&!*%2B+5,3&.B*!,95%?,5%.3!.6!<.50!/%95.$%,+!,3'!*5$B95B$,+!9.'&*K!
G3! .50&$! H.$'*I! H0%+&I! MV7! $&*/.3*&*! $&6+&95! 50&! /&$9&/5%.3! .6! %3?,$%,35! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'!
%36.$2,5%.3! ,<.B5! 6,9&*I! <&0,?%.B$,+! 2&,*B$&*! 2,8! %3'&N! 50&! /,$,++&+! ,95%?,5%.3! .6! 2.$&!
:&3&$,+!/%95B$&T<,*&'!2&2.$8!/$.9&**&*K!
G3! *B22,$8I! 50&! /$&*&35! *5B'8! *0.H&'! 50,5! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! /$.9&**&*!
:&3&$,+%S&! 5.! ,! *B<*5,35%,+! '&:$&&!,9$.**! $.5,5%.3*! %3! ?%&H/.%35I! %$$&*/&95%?&!.6! 50&! $&+,5%?&!
'&:$&&! .6! $.5,5%.3K! A0%*! *B//.$5*! 50&! 3.5%.3! 50,5! ?%*B,+! 9.'&*! 6.$! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58! ,$&!
$&/$&*&35&'! %3! ,! 6+&N%<+&! ,3'! ,<*5$,95! 6,*0%.3I! &?&3! 6.$! %3%5%,++8! 3.?&+! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*K!
C.$&.?&$I!&+&95$./08*%.+.:%9,+!&?%'&39&!6.$!?%&HT%3?,$%,35!%'&35%58!/$.9&**%3:!6.++.H%3:!?&$8!
<$%&6!5%2&!%35&$?,+*!<&5H&&3!$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!50&!*,2&!6,9&!'&2.3*5$,5&*!6,*5!&39.'%3:!.6!,3'!
,99&**! 5.!,<*5$,95!?%*B,+!9.'&*! 6.$! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58K!Y.H&?&$I!<&0,?%.B$,+! $&*B+5*!*B::&*5! 50,5!
B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!/&$9&/5%.3!2,8!<&!2&'%,5&'!<8!<.50! +.HT+&?&+! %2,:&T<,*&'!,3'!2.$&!0%:0T
+&?&+! ,<*5$,95! 6,9&! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*K! A.! 6B$50&$! &N/+.$&! 50&! $&+,5%?&! $.+&*! .6! *5$B95B$,+! ,3'!
/%95.$%,+!9.'&*!%3!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!,3'!50&!&66&95!.6!6,9&!+&,$3%3:I!MN/&$%2&35!D!H,*!








>F$40,() A?) =F,) &%4$+0) .#) ',$("&"/) .") #$+,) 4,(+,40&.") $"6) 5&8;$') #$+,)
%,%.(L)
A0&! 6%3'%3:*! 6$.2! MN/&$%2&35! "! *B::&*5! 50,5! 50&! $&9.:3%5%.3! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! %*!
90,$,95&$%S&'!<8!,!'&:$&&!.6!?%&H/.%35T%3'&/&3'&39&I!H0%90!90,++&3:&*!50&!08/.50&*%*!50,5!
'%66&$&35!3&B$,+!2&90,3%*2*!B3'&$+%&! 6,2%+%,$! ,3'!B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3K! G*! B36,2%+%,$!
6,9&! /&$9&/5%.3! ,3'! $&9.:3%5%.3! <,*&'! .3! +.HT+&?&+! ?%*B,+! /%95.$%,+! 9B&*! .$! 2.$&! ,<*5$,95!
?%&HT%3'&/&3'&35! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! .6! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58! U.$! ,! 9.2<%3,5%.3! .6! <.50We! X! $&+,5&'!
JB&*5%.3! 9.39&$3*! 50&!3&B$,+!2&90,3%*2*!.6!/&$9&/5B,+! +&,$3%3:K!4.&*!/&$9&/5B,+! +&,$3%3:!
,+5&$! 6,9&! %'&35%58!/$.9&**%3:I!,*!H&++! ,*! 50&!'&/&3'&39&!.$! %3'&/&3'&39&! 6$.2!?%&H/.%35e!
MN/&$%2&35!D!,''$&**&'!H0&50&$!6,9&!+&,$3%3:!90,3:&*!50&!/&$9&/5B,+!2&90,3%*2*!<8!H0%90!
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/,$5%9%/,35*! H&$&! ,*(&'! 5.! $&9.:3%S&! ,! /$&?%.B*+8! *5B'%&'! 5,$:&5! 6,9&! 50,5! H,*! /$&*&35&'!
,2.3:!.50&$! 3.3T5,$:&5! 6,9&*! ,*!H&++! ,*! 50&! /,$5%9%/,35c*! .H3! 6,9&K! G3! 50&! 6%$*5! 0,+6! .6! 50&!
&N/&$%2&35I! .3+8! 50&! .H3! 6,9&! &+%9%5&'! ,3! QDLE! 9.2/.3&35I! $&6+&95%3:! 50&! ,95%?,5%.3! .6! ,!
*5.$&'!+.3:T5&$2!6,9&!$&/$&*&35,5%.3K!G3!9.35$,*5I! %3!50&!*&9.3'!0,+6!.6!50&!&N/&$%2&35!U%K&KI!
,65&$!50&!5,$:&5!6,9&!0,'!<&9.2&!6,2%+%,$WI!,3!QDLE!9.2/.3&35!,+*.!&2&$:&'!%3!$&*/.3*&!5.!
50&! %3%5%,++8! 3.?&+! 5,$:&5! 6,9&K! A0%*! 3&H! 6,9&! $&/$&*&35,5%.3! 0,'! &2&$:&'! ,*! ,! $&*B+5! .6!
,9JB%$&'!6,2%+%,$%58I!,3!.<*&$?,5%.3!H0%90!%*!9.3*%*5&35!H%50!/$&?%.B*!6%3'%3:*!6$.2!$&/&5%5%.3!
/$%2%3:!*5B'%&*!H0&$&!QDLE$!$&*/.3*&*!H&$&!&+%9%5&'!%3!$&*/.3*&!5.!<.50!0%:0+8!6,2%+%,$!6,9&*!
U&K:KI! 6,2%+8!2&2<&$*! .$! 9&+&<$%5%&*j! *&&! ;&:+&%5&$! &5! ,+KI! "\\Lj! -90H&%3<&$:&$! &5! ,+KI! "\\Lj!
DEEDWI!,*!H&++!,*!&N/&$%2&35,++8!+&,$3&'!6,9&*!UG5%&$!d!A,8+.$I!DEEOWK!i50&$*!U&K:KI!`,B62,33!&5!
,+KI! DEE\W! 0,?&! $&/.$5&'! ,! *%2%+,$! :$,'B,+! &2&$:&39&! .6! 50&! QDLE! 6.++.H%3:! $&/&,5&'!
&N/.*B$&!5.!%3%5%,++8!3.?&+!6,9&*I!&?&3!H0&3!'%66&$&35!%2,:&*!.6!50&!*,2&!6,9&!H&$&!*0.H3K!
Z0%+&!50&*&!$&*B+5*!'&2.3*5$,5&!50,5!50&!QDLE!9.2/.3&35!%3'&N&*!6,9&!+&,$3%3:I! +%55+&!%*!




'&6%3&'! <8! 50&%$! $&*/&95%?&! '&/&3'&39&! .3! *5$B95B$,+! ?&$*B*! /%95.$%,+! 9B&*I! ,9JB%$%3:!
6,2%+%,$%58!H%50!3.?&+!6,9&*!*0.B+'!$&*B+5!%3!JB,+%5,5%?&!90,3:&*!%3!50&!H,8!50,5!+&,$3&'!6,9&*!
,$&! $&/$&*&35&'! %3! ?%*B,+! 6,9&! 2&2.$8K! Z0&3! 6,9&*! ,$&! *5%++! &**&35%,++8! B36,2%+%,$I! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3! *0.B+'! +,$:&+8! $&+8! .3! +&,$3&'! %36.$2,5%.3! 50,5! %*! */&9%6%9! 5.! ,! /,$5%9B+,$! 6,9&!
%2,:&K! G3!9.35$,*5I! %3! 50&!9.B$*&!.6! +&,$3%3:I!,!*0%65! %3! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'! 6,9&!/$.9&**%3:! 6$.2!
:&3&$%9!/%95.$%,+! 5.!2.$&!,<*5$,95! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*!.6! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'! %36.$2,5%.3!*0.B+'!<&!







A,(&3! 5.:&50&$I! H0%+&! <&0,?%.B$,+! &?%'&39&! 6$.2! 6,9&! +&,$3%3:! *5B'%&*! '%'! 3.5! 6%3'!
6,9%+%5,5&'! $&9.:3%5%.3! .6! +&,$3&'! 6,9&*! ,9$.**! 3.?&+! ?%&H*I! MV7! &?%'&39&! 0,*! %'&35%6%&'! ,!








MN/&$%2&35! D! ,''$&**&'! 5H.! $&*&,$90! JB&*5%.3*^! #%$*5I! ,$&! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3!
/$.9&**&*I!,*!$&6+&95&'!<8!50&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35I!<,*&'!.3!?%&HT'&/&3'&35!/%95.$%,+!.$!?%&HT
%3'&/&3'&35! *5$B95B$,+! 9.'&*I! .$! ,! 9.2<%3,5%.3! .6! <.50e! -&9.3'I! %*! 50&! /&$9&/5%.3! ,3'!








50&! B3'&$+8%3:! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! ,$&! 3.5! 6B++8! ?%&HT'&/&3'&35! <B5! <,*&'I! ,5! +&,*5! /,$5+8I! .3!
?%&HT*/&9%6%9! /%95.$%,+! 9.'&*K!C.$&.?&$I! %6! ,3!QDLE$! %*!&+%9%5&'!.3! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*!.3+8! %3!
50&! *&9.3'! 0,+6! .6! 50&! &N/&$%2&35I! ,65&$! %3%5%,++8! 3.?&+! 6,9&*! 0,?&! <&9.2&! 6,2%+%,$I! <B5! %*!




AH&+?&! ?.+B35&&$*! U*%N! 6&2,+&*WI! ,:&'! DE! 5.! D\! 8&,$*! U2&,3! ,:&!DO! 8&,$*I! -4! v!FW!H&$&!




















View Repetition View Change
Front                Front Front                  Side
Side                   Side Side                     Front
Face Stimulus Sequence 
)
#$%&'().+*)MN,2/+&*!.6! 50&! 6.B$!'%66&$&35! 6,9&!*5%2B+B*!*&JB&39&*K!i3!&,90! 5$%,+I! 5H.! 6,9&*!*0.H&'!&%50&$!
50&! *,2&!.$! 5H.!'%66&$&35! %3'%?%'B,+*! U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&WI! %3! &%50&$! 50&! *,2&!?%&H!
U6$.35T6$.35! .$! *%'&T*%'&j! ?%&H! $&/&5%5%.3W! .$! ,! '%66&$&35! ?%&H! U6$.35T*%'&!.$! *%'&T6$.35j! ?%&H! 90,3:&WK!Q.5&!
50,5!50&!*&9.3'!%2,:&!H,*!,+H,8*!DEm!+,$:&$!50,3!50&!6%$*5!%2,:&K!!
X++! %2,:&*!H&$&!9$.//&'! %35.!,3!.?,+!*0,/&!B*%3:!X'.<&!70.5.*0./!RKE! UX'.<&!-8*5&2*!
G39KWK! G3! .$'&$! 5.! ,?.%'! %'&35%9,+! *5%2B+,5%.3! .6! 50&! *,2&! $&5%3,+! ,$&,! %3! 5$%,+*! H0&$&! 5H.!





50&! 6,9&! /$&*&35&'! %3! 50&! 6%$*5! /.*%5%.3! ULKDs! w! FKOsW! H,*! ,+H,8*! *2,++&$! 50,3! 50&! ,3:+&!






"K! AH.! 6,9&*!H&$&! /$&*&35&'! %3! $,/%'! *B99&**%.3! 6.$! DEE!2*! &,90I! *&/,$,5&'! <8! ,! DEE!2*!
%35&$*5%2B+B*! %35&$?,+! UG-GWK! A0&! %35&$5$%,+! %35&$?,+! H,*! "LEE!2*K! M,90! 6,9&! /,%$! H,*! &JB,++8!
+%(&+8! 5.! *0.H! 50&! *,2&!.$! 5H.!'%66&$&35! %3'%?%'B,+*I! ,3'! 50&! *,2&!.$! 5H.!'%66&$&35! ?%&H*K!
#,9&! ?%&H! U6$.35! .$! *%'&W! H,*! 6B++8! 9.B35&$<,+,39&'! ,9$.**! 6,9&! /,%$*K! #.$! 50&! /B$/.*&! .6!
,3,+8*%*I! 50&! 6,95.$! ?%&H! 0,'! 5H.! +&?&+*^! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! U9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**! 6$.35T6$.35! ,3'!
*%'&T*%'&! 5$%,+*W! ,3'! ?%&HT90,3:&! U9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**! 6$.35T*%'&! ,3'! *%'&T6$.35! 5$%,+*WK! M%:05!
&N/&$%2&35,+! <+.9(*!.6! ]E! 5$%,+*!H&$&! $B3I!H%50! *&+6T/,9&'! <$&,(*I! ,3'! ,! +.3:&$! <$&,(! ,65&$!
<+.9(!OK!#.$58!5$%,+*!/&$!<+.9(!U"E!6.$!&,90!.6!50&!6.B$!9.2<%3,5%.3*!.6!?%&H^!6$.35T6$.35I!*%'&T
*%'&I! 6$.35T*%'&I! .$! *%'&T6$.35W! %39+B'&'! 6,9&*! .6! 5H.! '%66&$&35! %3'%?%'B,+*K! G3! 50&! .50&$! OE!
5$%,+*I!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+!H,*!*0.H3K!
A0&! ?%&H!.6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&!.6! &,90! /,%$! U6$.35!.$! *%'&! ?%&HW! $&2,%3&'! 9.3*5,35!H%50%3!
&,90!<+.9(I! ,3'!H,*! 90,3:&'!,9$.**! *B99&**%?&!<+.9(*K! -%N!/,$5%9%/,35*! *5,$5&'!H%50! ,!<+.9(!
H0&$&!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&!H,*!,+H,8*!/$&*&35&'!%3!,!6$.35!?%&HI!,3'!50&!.50&$!*%N!*5,$5&'!H%50!,!
*%'&! ?%&H!<+.9(K! 7,$5%9%/,35*! /&$6.$2&'! ,3! %'&35%58T2,590%3:! 5,*(K! A0&8!H&$&! %3*5$B95&'! 5.!
$&*/.3'!H%50!,!+&65T0,3'!<B55.3!/$&**!.3!5$%,+*!H0&$&!,!6,9&!/,%$!*0.H&'!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+!





A0&*&!H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.!MN/&$%2&35!"K! #.++.H%3:!,$5%6,95! $&h&95%.3I! MM)!H,?&6.$2*!H&$&!
,?&$,:&'! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! &,90! 9.2<%3,5%.3! .6! %'&35%58! U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! ?&$*B*! %'&35%58T








%35&$?,+K! V&/&,5&'T2&,*B$&*! ,3,+8*&*! .6! ?,$%,39&! UXQi_X*W! H&$&! /&$6.$2&'! 6.$! 6,95.$*!
%'&35%58! U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! ?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&WI! ?%&H! U?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! ?&$*B*! ?%&HT
90,3:&WI! ,3'! 0&2%*/0&$&! U+&65! ?&$*B*! $%:05^! 7[! ?&$*B*! 7]WK! X3,+.:.B*! ,3,+8*&*! H&$&! ,+*.!







KEFWI!,3'! 6.$!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!,*! 9.2/,$&'! 5.!?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*! U\Lm!?&$*B*!\Emj!XU"I""W! v!
DEKRj! 1! {! KE"WK! A0&$&! H,*! 3.! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! ?%&H! 6.$! ,99B$,98! U#! {! "WK!
X99B$,98!'%'!3.5!'%66&$!<&5H&&3!50&!6%$*5!0,+6!U<+.9(*!"TOW!,3'!50&!*&9.3'!0,+6!U<+.9(*!LT]W!.6!
50&! &N/&$%2&35I! ,3'! 50&$&! H,*! 3.! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! 0,+6I! .$! 50$&&TH,8!
%35&$,95%.3!U%'&35%58!N!?%&H!N!0,+6^!,++!X#{!"WK!
C&,3! 9.$$&95! VA!H,*! LDR!2*K! V&*/.3*&*!H&$&! 6,*5&$! .3! 5$%,+*!H0&$&! <.50! %'&35%58! ,3'!
?%&H!H&$&! $&/&,5&'! UORD!2*W! 50,3! .3! 5$%,+*! H%50! ,! ?%&H! 90,3:&I! ,3! %'&35%58! 90,3:&I! .$! ,!
90,3:&!.6!<.50!,55$%<B5&*!ULF"!2*I!LLD!2*I!,3'!LRF!2*I!$&*/&95%?&+8WK!A0%*!H,*!$&6+&95&'!<8!
2,%3! &66&95*! .6! %'&35%58! UXU"I""W! v! DOKFj! 1! {! KEE"WI! ?%&H! UXU"I""W! v! L]KLj! 1! {! KEE"WI! ,3'! ,!
*%:3%6%9,35! %35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!<.50! 6,95.$*! UXU"I""W! v!"OKFj!1! {! KE"WK!VA*!H&$&! *%:3%6%9,35+8!




%'&35%58I! ?%&HI! ,3'! 0,+6! ,//$.,90&'! *%:3%6%9,39&! 6.$! VA*! UXU"I""W! v! OKDj! 1! {! KE[WK! i3! ?%&HT
90,3:&! 5$%,+*I! VA*! 6.$! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! hB':2&35*! H&$&! *%:3%6%9,35+8! 6,*5&$! 50,3! VA*! 6.$!
%'&35%58T90,3:&! hB':2&35*! %3! 50&! *&9.3'! 0,+6! .6! 50&! &N/&$%2&35! UL"F! 2*! ?&$*B*! LLF! 2*j!
XU"I""W!v!DKFj!1!{!KELWI!<B5!3.5!%3!50&!6%$*5!0,+6!ULLE!2*!?&$*B*!L[O!2*j!XU"I""W!v!"KDj!1!|!KDOWK!!







,3,+8*&*!'&2.3*5$,5&'! 50,5! ,99B$,98!.3! 6$.35T6$.35! ,3'! *%'&T*%'&! 5$%,+*! U\Lm!,3'!\Omj! %K&KI!
?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*W! '%66&$&'! *%:3%6%9,35+8! 6$.2!,99B$,98! .<5,%3&'!.3! *%'&T6$.35! ,3'! 6$.35T
*%'&! 5$%,+*! U<.50! \Emj! %K&KI! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*WK! #.$! VAI! 50&$&! H,*! ,! 2,%3! &66&95! .6! ?%&H!
9.3'%5%.3! UXUFIFFW!v!"Lj!1!{! KEE"WI! $&6+&95%3:! *%:3%6%9,35+8! 6,*5&$!VA*!.3! 6$.35T6$.35!,3'!*%'&T
*%'&! 5$%,+*! ULE[! 2*! &,90W! 50,3! .3! *%'&T6$.35! ,3'! 6$.35T*%'&! 5$%,+*! ULFR! 2*! ,3'! LL\! 2*WK! X!
*%:3%6%9,35! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! ?%&H! 9.3'%5%.3! UXUFIFFW! v! "DKLj! 1! {! KE"W! H,*!
6.++.H&'!B/!H%50!/,%$&'! 5T5&*5*K! A0&*&!'&2.3*5$,5&'! *%:3%6%9,35!2,%3!&66&95*!.6! %'&35%58! 6.$!
6$.35T6$.35!,3'!*%'&T*%'&!5$%,+*!U%K&KI!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3j!2U""W!v!RK"!,3'![KOj!<.50!1!{!KE"WI!,*!H&++!




#%:B$&! OKD! U5./! /,3&+W! *0.H*! MV7! :$,3'! ,?&$,:&*! &+%9%5&'! .3! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! ,3'!
%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*!,5!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&!/,%$!7[!,3'!7]! %3! 50&!OEE!2*! %35&$?,+!,65&$! 50&!
.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&!%3!,!/,%$K!MV7*!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3*!,3'!?%&HT
90,3:&*K! X! $&+%,<+&! QDLE$! H,*! &+%9%5&'! 6.$! <.50! ?%&H! $&/&5%5%.3*! ,3'! ?%&H! 90,3:&*! ,3'!
















    -1µV
210 - 260 ms               




#$%&'() .+,! A./! /,3&+^! )$,3'T,?&$,:&'! MV7*! &+%9%5&'! ,5! +,5&$,+! /.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&*! 7[n]! %3! 50&! OEE! 2*!
%35&$?,+! ,65&$! 50&!.3*&5!.6! 50&! *&9.3'! *5%2B+B*! %3!,! 6,9&!/,%$I! 6.$! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*! U*.+%'! +%3&*W! ,3'!
%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*! U',*0&'! +%3&*WK!MV7*!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!,3'!?%&HT90,3:&!5$%,+*K!
;.55.2! /,3&+^! A./.:$,/0%9!2,/*! .6! QDLE$! '%66&$&39&!H,?&*! U%'&35%58T90,3:&! T! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3W! %3! 50&!







2*! /.*5T*5%2B+B*! 5%2&! H%3'.H! UXU"I""W! v! FKDj! 1! {! K"EWI! 9.36%$2%3:! 50,5! 50&! Q"[E! H,*!
B3,66&95&'!<8!90,3:&*!?&$*B*!$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!%'&35%58K!X!2,%3!&66&95!.6!%'&35%58!H,*!/$&*&35!%3!
50&! *B<*&JB&35! QDLE$! 5%2&!H%3'.H! UD"ETDRE!2*j! XU"I""W! v! "DK"! j! 1#{! KE"WI! '&2.3*5$,5%3:!
9+&,$!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*! 5.! *,2&! %'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3*I! ,3'! 50%*!H,*! 50&! 9,*&! 6.$!<.50! ?%&HT
$&/&5%5%.3*!,3'!?%&HT90,3:&!5$%,+*K!X3!%'&35%58!N!0&2%*/0&$&!%35&$,95%.3!UXU"I""W!v![KEj!1!{!KEFW!
%3'%9,5&'!50,5!50&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35!5&3'&'!5.!<&!+,$:&$!.?&$!50&!$%:05!0&2%*/0&$&K!Y.H&?&$I!
6.++.HTB/! ,3,+8*&*! 9.36%$2&'! 50&! /$&*&39&! .6! ,! $&+%,<+&! QDLE$! <.50! ,5! $%:05T0&2%*/0&$&!
&+&95$.'&!7]!UXU"I""W!v!"\KLj!1!{!KE"W!,3'!+&65T0&2%*/0&$&!&+&95$.'&!7[!UXU"I""W!v!RK"j!1#{!KEOWK!
M?&3!50.B:0!50&!QDLE$!H,*!3B2&$%9,++8!+,$:&$!.3!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!?%&HT
90,3:&! 5$%,+*! U*&&! #%:B$&! OKDI! 5./! /,3&+WI! 50&! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! ?%&H! .3+8!
,//$.,90&'!*%:3%6%9,39&!UXU"I""W!v!FK\j!1!{! KE]WK!-&/,$,5&!,3,+8*&*!H&$&!9.3'B95&'!6.$!&,90!
+&?&+! .6! 50&! 6,95.$! ?%&HI! ,3'! 50&*&! '&2.3*5$,5&'! 50,5! $&+%,<+&! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! H&$&!
&+%9%5&'! .3! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*! UXU"I""W! v! "EKFj! 1! {! KE"W! ,*! H&++! ,*! .3! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*!
UXU"I""W! v!]K[j!1! {! KEDWK! -&/,$,5&! ,3,+8*&*!/&$6.$2&'! 6.$! 50&! 6,95.$! ?%&H! 9.3'%5%.3! *0.H&'!
50,5!QDLE$!,2/+%5B'&*!H&$&!3.5! *%:3%6%9,35+8!2.'B+,5&'!<8!,38!.6! 50&! 6.B$!?%&H!9.3'%5%.3*!
U%'&35%58!N!?%&H!9.3'%5%.3^!!XU"I""W!v!DKLj!1!{!KE\WK!
X3,+.:.B*! ,3,+8*&*! H&$&! /&$6.$2&'! ,5! 6$.35,+! &+&95$.'&! #S! %3! 50&! D"ETDRE! 2*! 5%2&!
%35&$?,+I!H0&$&!,!2,%3!&66&95!.6!%'&35%58!,//$.,90&'!*%:3%6%9,39&!UXU"I""W!v!OKRj!1#{!KERWK!_%*B,+!
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%$$&+&?,35! %36.$2,5%.3! ,<.B5! 50&! %'&35%58! .6! 50&! 6%$*5! %$$&+&?,35! 6,9&! 0,'! <&&3! /$.9&**&'!
,B5.2,5%9,++8K!#B$50&$!&?%'&39&!6.$!2,3',5.$8!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!9.2&*!6$.2!-90H&%3<&$:&$!&5!
,+K! UDEEOWK! G3! 50%*! *5B'8I! $&+%,<+&! QDLE$! $&/&5%5%.3! &66&95*! H&$&! .<*&$?&'! 6.$! $&/&,5&'!
B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! B3'&$! 9.3'%5%.3*! H0&$&! /,$5%9%/,35*! $&*/.3'&'! 5.! %36$&JB&35! <B55&$6+8!
5,$:&5*K!M?&3!50.B:0! %'&35%58!H,*!9.2/+&5&+8! %$$&+&?,35!'B$%3:!50&!*&,$90!6.$!5,$:&5!*5%2B+%I!
50&! /$&*&39&! .6! ,3!QDLE$! 5.! $&/&5%5%.3*!.6! 50&! *,2&! 6,9&! %3'%9,5&'! 50,5! *.2&! %36.$2,5%.3!
,<.B5! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! %'&35%58! 0,'! <&&3! &N5$,95&'K! A0&*&! 6%3'%3:*! *B::&*5! 50,5! &N/+%9%5!
,55&35%.3! 5.! 6,9&*!.$! 50&%$! %'&35%58! %*! 3.5! $&JB%$&'! 5.! 6.$2!,!/&$9&/5B,+!2&2.$8! 5$,9&!.6!,!
/$&?%.B*+8!*&&3!6,9&!50,5!9,3!<&!%22&'%,5&+8!$&T,95%?,5&'!H0&3!50&!*,2&!/&$*.3!%*!*&&3!6.$!
50&!*&9.3'!5%2&K!
X! $&+,5&'! JB&*5%.3! ,<.B5! 50&! $&+,5%.3*0%/! <&5H&&3! ,55&35%.3! ,3'! %3'%?%'B,+! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3!0,*!<&&3!,''$&**&'!%3!,!*&$%&*!.6!*5B'%&*!%3?&*5%:,5%3:!50&!%36+B&39&!.6!/&$9&/5B,+!
+.,'! .3! %39%'&35,+! 5,*(T%$$&+&?,35! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3K! Q&B2,33! ,3'! -90H&%3<&$:&$! UDEE]W!
5&*5&'! H0&50&$! '%$&95%3:! ,55&35%.3! ,H,8! 6$.2! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*! 'B$%3:! ,! +&55&$! '&5&95%.3! 5,*(!
H.B+'! %35&$6&$&! H%50! 50&! $&9.:3%5%.3! .6! 50&*&! 6,9&*K! AH.! %2,:&*! U/$%2&! ,3'! /$.<&W! H&$&!
/$&*&35&'! %3!*B99&**%.3!.3!&,90!5$%,+K!;.50! %2,:&*!*0.H&'!6,2.B*! 6,9&*I!<B5!/$%2&! %2,:&*!
9.3*%*5&'! .6! +&55&$! *5$%3:*! *B/&$%2/.*&'! .3! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*K! V&*B+5*! *0.H&'! 50,5! $&/&,5&'!





*B::&*5! 50,5! 50&! %'&35%58! .6! 5,*(T%$$&+&?,35! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*! %*! %39%'&35,++8! /$.9&**&'! 'B$%3:!
.<h&95!'&5&95%.3!5,*(*I!%3'%9,5%3:!50,5!50&!B3'&$+8%3:!3&B$,+!2&90,3%*2*!,$&!5.!*.2&!&N5&35!
,95%?,5&'! %3! ,3! ,B5.2,5%9! 6,*0%.3K! i?&$,++I! 50&! 6%3'%3:*! /$.?%'&! &?%'&39&! 6.$! ,! '&:$&&! .6!









,*! $&6+&95&'! <8! 50&! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35K! C.$&! */&9%6%9,++8I! %5! H,*! 5&*5&'! H0&50&$! QDLE$!
9.2/.3&35*!H.B+'!<&!&+%9%5&'!5.!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!$&/&5%5%.3*!%3!,!5,*(!$&JB%$%3:!$&+,5%.3,+)<B5!
%'&35%58TB3$&+,5&'! hB':2&35*! ,<.B5! 50&! ?%&H! %3!H0%90! 5H.! 6,9&*!H&$&! *0.H3K! 7,$5%9%/,35*!
/&$6.$2&'!*,2&n'%66&$&35!?%&H!hB':2&35*!.3!*&JB&35%,++8!/$&*&35&'!6,9&!/,%$*I! %$$&*/&95%?&!
.6!H0&50&$!50&*&!6,9&*!*0.H&'!50&!*,2&!.$!5H.!'%66&$&35!%3'%?%'B,+*K!A0%*!5,*(!H,*!90.*&3I!,*!
%5! $&JB%$&*! %'&35%58TB3$&+,5&'! 6,9&! 2,590%3:! /$.9&**&*K! G2/.$5,35+8I! %5! '%$&95*! ,55&35%.3!












AH&+?&!/,%'!?.+B35&&$*! U3%3&! 6&2,+&*WI!,:&'!DO!5.!F[!8&,$*! U2&,3!,:&!FE!8&,$*I!-4!v!LW!





6,9&*W! 5,(&3! 6$.2! 50&! #MG! 6,9&! ',5,<,*&! U055/^nn6&%K&'BK<$nq9&5n6,9&',5,<,*&K052+WK! A0&*&!
6,9&*!H&$&!9.3?&$5&'!%35.!:$&8*9,+&!,3'!9$.//&'!%35.!,3!.?,+!*0,/&!B*%3:!X'.<&!70.5.*0./!
RKE!UX'.<&!-8*5&2*!G39KWK! G2,:&*!H&$&!*0.H3!&%50&$!%3!,!6$.35!?%&H!.$! %3!,!$%:05T6,9%3:!*%'&!






]KEs! N! LKDs! 6.$! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&I! ,3'! 50&! ,?&$,:&! +B2%3,39&! .6! 50&*&! 6,9&! *5%2B+%! H,*! [K[!
9'n2DK! #,9&*! H&$&! /$&*&35&'! 9&35$,++8! ,:,%3*5! ,! +%:05! :$&8! <,9(:$.B3'! U"RKL! 9'n2DWK! A0&!
9.2<%3,5%.3!.6!FE!'%66&$&35!%'&35%5%&*I!5H.!'%66&$&35!?%&H*!,3'!5H.!'%66&$&35!*%S&*!$&*B+5&'!%3!








 View Repetition View Change
Front               Front    Front                Side
Side                    Side   Side                   Front
Face Stimulus Sequence 
!
#$%&'() /+*! MN,2/+&*!.6!3,5B$,+%*5%9! 6,9&! *5%2B+%! ,3'! 50&! 6.B$!'%66&$&35! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*! *&JB&39&*K! AH.! 6,9&*!
*0.H&'!&%50&$!50&!*,2&!.$!5H.!'%66&$&35!/&$*.3*!U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&WI! %3!&%50&$!50&!
*,2&!?%&H!U6$.35T6$.35!.$!*%'&T*%'&!5$%,+*j!?%&H!$&/&5%5%.3W!.$!,!'%66&$&35!?%&H!U6$.35T*%'&!.$!*%'&T6$.35j!?%&H!
90,3:&WK! A0&! *&9.3'! %2,:&!H,*!,+H,8*!DEm! +,$:&$! 50,3! 50&! 6%$*5! %2,:&K!A&2/.$,+!/,$,2&5&$*!.6! *5%2B+B*!
/$&*&35,5%.3!H&$&!%'&35%9,+!5.!/$&?%.B*!&N/&$%2&35*K!
A&2/.$,+! /,$,2&5&$*! .6! *5%2B+B*! /$&*&35,5%.3!H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.! 50.*&! B*&'! %3! /$&?%.B*!
&N/&$%2&35*K!AH.!6,9&*!H&$&!/$&*&35&'!6.$!DEE!2*!&,90I!*&/,$,5&'!<8!,!DEE!2*!%35&$*5%2B+B*!
%35&$?,+K! A0&! %35&$5$%,+! %35&$?,+! +,*5&'! 6.$! "LEE!2*K! 7,$5%9%/,35*! /&$6.$2&'! ,! ?%&HT2,590%3:!
5,*(K!A0&8!H&$&!%3*5$B95&'!5.!$&*/.3'!H%50!,!+&65T0,3'!<B55.3!/$&**!.3!5$%,+*!H0&$&!50&!*,2&!







9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**! *%'&T*%'&! ,3'! 6$.35T6$.35! 5$%,+*I! ,3'! ?%&HT90,3:&*! H&$&! 9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**!
6$.35T*%'&! ,3'! *%'&T6$.35! 5$%,+*K! M%:05! <+.9(*! H&$&! $B3! H%50! ]E! 5$%,+*! &,90! UDE! 6.$! &,90!








.3*&5! .6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&WK! V&/&,5&'T2&,*B$&*! ,3,+8*&*! .6! ?,$%,39&! UXQi_X*W! H&$&!








.3! 5$%,+*! H0&$&! %'&35%58I! ?%&HI! .$! <.50! ,55$%<B5&*! '%66&$&'! UL[F! 2*I! L[R! 2*I! ,3'! LR\! 2*I!
$&*/&95%?&+8WK!A0%*!H,*!$&6+&95&'!<8!*%:3%6%9,35!.$!,+2.*5!*%:3%6%9,35!&66&95*!.6!%'&35%58!UXU"I""W!




#%:B$&!LKD! U5./!/,3&+W! *0.H*!MV7*! 5$%::&$&'!<8! 50&!*&9.3'! 6,9&! %3!&,90!/,%$!.3! %'&35%58T
$&/&5%5%.3! ,3'! %'&35%58T90,3:&! 5$%,+*! ,5! +,5&$,+! .99%/%5,+! &+&95$.'&*! 7[n]! ,3'! 7\n"EI! ,3'! ,5!
6$.35,+! &+&95$.'&! #SI! ,?&$,:&'! ,9$.**! ,++! <+.9(*K!QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*!H&$&! 9+&,$+8! /$&*&35! %3!
50%*! ?%&HT2,590%3:! 5,*(I! ,3'! 50&*&! *0.H&'! 50&! 90,$,95&$%*5%9! *9,+/! 5./.:$,/08! H%50! ,3!
&30,39&'! /.*5&$%.$! 3&:,5%?%58!H0%90!H,*! ,99.2/,3%&'! <8! ,! 6$.35,+! /.*%5%?%58! 5.! *,2&! 6,9&!





?&$*B*! 90,3:&*I! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! U5./! /,3&+*W! ,3'! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*! U<.55.2!
/,3&+*WI!'&2.3*5$,5%3:!50,5!,!$&+%,<+&!QDLE$!H,*!&+%9%5&'!.3!<.50!58/&*!.6!5$%,+*K!!
A0&$&! H,*! 3.! $&+%,<+&! &66&95! .6! %'&35%58! .3! Q"[E! ,2/+%5B'&*! UXU"I""W! v! DK[j! 1! |! K"DWI!
9.36%$2%3:! 6%3'%3:*! .6! MN/&$%2&35*! "! ,3'! DK! C,%3! &66&95*! .6! %'&35%58! H&$&! /$&*&35! %3! 50&!
QDLE$!5%2&!H%3'.H!UD"ETDRE!2*!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&W!,5!7[n]!UXU"I""W!v![K\j!1!{!







&+&95$.'&! #SI! ,! 2,%3! &66&95! .6! %'&35%58! UXU"I""W! v! RKFj! 1# {! KEFW! H,*! 'B&! 5.! ,3! &30,39&'!
















    -1µV
210 - 260 ms               






7\n"E!,3'!,35&$%.$!2%'+%3&!&+&95$.'&!#S! %3!50&!OEE!2*! %35&$?,+!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!*5%2B+B*! %3!,!

































A.! ,**&**! H0&50&$! ,! $&+,5%.3,+! hB':2&35! <&5H&&3! 5H.! 6,9&*! %*! 9$%5%9,+! 6.$! 6.$2%3:! ,!
2&2.$8!.6!6,9%,+! %'&35%58I!MV7*!H&$&!2&,*B$&'!'B$%3:!,!?%&HT2,590%3:!5,*(K!V&+%,<+&!QDLE$!
$&/&5%5%.3!&66&95*!&2&$:&'I!*B::&*5%3:!2,3',5.$8!/$.9&**%3:!.6!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&! %'&35%58! %3!,!
5,*(! $&JB%$%3:! 50&! 6.$2,5%.3! .6! ,3! &N/+%9%5! 2&2.$8! 5$,9&K! A0&! .<*&$?,5%.3! 50,5! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3! /$.9&**&*! H&$&! 3.5! .3+8! ,95%?,5&'! 'B$%3:! &N/+%9%5! 6,9&! %'&35%58! hB':2&35*! U,*!
*0.H3!%3!MN/&$%2&35*!"!,3'!DWI!<B5!,+*.!H0&3!?%&H!H,*!50&!5.T<&T2,590&'!6&,5B$&!%3'%9,5&*!
50,5!,!6%3&T'&5,%+&'!?%*B,+!2&2.$8!5$,9&!.6!,3!%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&!H,*!&39.'&'!%3!,!5,*(TB3$&+,5&'!
6,*0%.3K! A0%*! H,*! 50&! 9,*&! &?&3! 50.B:0! 50&! /$&*&35! *5B'8! &2/+.8&'! ,! $,/%'! $&/&5%5%.3!
/,$,'%:2I!H0&$&!5H.!6,9&*!,//&,$&'!.3!50&!*9$&&3!6.$!DEE!2*!&,90I!*&/,$,5&'!<8!,!OEE!2*!
%35&$*5%2B+B*! %35&$?,+K! =.3*%'&$%3:! 50&*&! $,/%'! *5%2B+B*! .3*&5! ,*8390$.3%&*! U-iXWI! 50&!
/$&*&39&!.6!,3!.99%/%5.T5&2/.$,+!QDLE$!5.!*,2&!6,9&!$&/&5%5%.3*!*B::&*5*!50,5!50&!B3'&$+8%3:!
6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!/$.9&**&*!./&$,5&!?&$8!$,/%'+8!,3'!&66.$5+&**+8K!
X! $&?%&H! .6! 50&! &N%*5%3:! +%5&$,5B$&! 8%&+'*! %39.3*%*5&35! 6%3'%3:*! ,*! 5.! H0&50&$! %'&35%58T
*/&9%6%9!/$.9&**%3:! %*! 6B++8!5,*(T'&/&3'&35!,3'!?.+B35,$8!.$!./&$,5&*! %3!,!*5$%95+8!2,3',5.$8!
5,*(T%3'&/&3'&35! 6,*0%.3K!YB2,3*!,$&!&N/&$5*! %3!'%*9$%2%3,5%3:!0B3'$&'*!.6! 6,2%+%,$! 6,9&*I!
,3'!50&!&,*&!H%50!H0%90!H&!'%*5%3:B%*0!,!6$%&3'c*!6,9&!6$.2!50,5!.6!,!*5$,3:&$!*B::&*5*!50,5!
50&!B3'&$+8%3:! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3!/$.9&**&*!./&$,5&! %3! ,! $,/%'I! &66.$5+&**! ,3'! 50B*! ,B5.2,5%9!
6,*0%.3K! Y.H&?&$I! .B$! &N/&$5%*&! %3! 6,9&! %'&35%6%9,5%.3! .3+8! ,//+%&*! 5.! 6,9&*! H&! ,$&! 0%:0+8!
6,2%+%,$!H%50I! ,3'! 50B*! 9.35$,*5*!H%50! $&9.:3%5%.3!2&2.$8! 6.$! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*I!H0%90! %*! %3!
9.2/,$%*.3! $,50&$! /..$! U&K:KI! Y,39.9(! &5! ,+KI! DEEEWK! A0&$&6.$&I! %5! 0,*! <&&3! *B::&*5&'! 50,5!
%'&35%58T*/&9%6%9!/$.9&**%3:! 6.$!B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! $&JB%$&*!&66.$56B+!,3'! %35&35%.3,+!/$.9&**%3:!
,3'! 50&! 3&&'! 6.$! ,55&35%.3,+! $&*.B$9&*K! =.35$,$8! 5.! 50%*! ,**B2/5%.3I! 50&! 9B$$&35! 6%3'%3:*!
/$.?%'&!&?%'&39&!6.$!2,3',5.$8!/$.9&**%3:!.6!6,9%,+!%'&35%58!&?&3!H0&3!6,9&*!,$&!B36,2%+%,$I!
,3'!'.!3.5!,95%?,5&! $%90! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*!.6! %3'%?%'B,+! 6,9&*! %3! +.3:T5&$2!2&2.$8! 50,5!0,?&!
<&&3! 6.$2&'! 6.$! 6,2%+%,$! %3'%?%'B,+*K! A0%*! %*! %3! +%3&! H%50! /$&?%.B*! 6%3'%3:*! 6$.2! '%66&$&35!
&N/&$%2&35,+! /,$,'%:2*! *B::&*5%3:! 50,5! *.2&! %36.$2,5%.3! ,<.B5! 50&! %'&35%58! .6! 5.T<&T
%:3.$&'!.$!5,*(T%$$&+&?,35!6,9&*!%*!/$.9&**&'!$&:,$'+&**!.6!50&!6,95!50,5!3.?&+!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!
*5%2B+%!H&$&!B*&'!U&K:KI!;.B5&5!&5!,+KI!DEEDj!-90H&%3<&$:&$!&5!,+KI!DEEOWK!!











H,*! 50,5! 50&! *%S&! .6! 50&! QDLE$! '%'! 3.5! $&+%,<+8! '%66&$! <&5H&&3! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! ,3'! ?%&HT
90,3:&! 5$%,+*K! A0%*! 3.5! .3+8! 9.36%$2*! ,3,+.:.B*! .<*&$?,5%.3*! .6! ?%&HT%3'&/&3'&39&! .6!
B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!6$.2!MN/&$%2&35*!"!,3'!D!'B$%3:!&N/+%9%5!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!%'&35%58T
2,590%3:I!<B5!/$.?%'&*!6B$50&$!&?%'&39&!50,5!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!./&$,5&*!%3!,!?%&HT
%3'&/&3'&35! 6,*0%.3I! &?&3! B3'&$! 9.3'%5%.3*!H0&$&! %'&35%58! &39.'%3:! %*! 5,*(T%$$&+&?,35! ,3'!
50B*! %39%'&35,+K!A0%*!6B$50&$! %2/+%&*!50,5!50&!.<+%:,5.$8!&39.'%3:!.6!6,9%,+! %'&35%58! %3!,!?%&HT
2,590%3:! 5,*(! '.&*! 3.5! /$%2,$%+8! %3?.+?&! +.HT+&?&+! /%95.$%,+! 6&,5B$&*I! <B5! 2,%3+8! 2.$&!
,<*5$,95!?%&HT%3'&/&3'&35!*5$B95B$,+!9B&*K!!!
Z0,5!H,*! 50&!9.22.3! 6&,5B$&! 50,5!H,*! *0,$&'!<&5H&&3! 50&!?%&HT2,590%3:! 5,*(!.6! 50&!
/$&*&35! &N/&$%2&35! ,3'! 50&! %'&35%58T2,590%3:! 5,*(*! .6! MN/&$%2&35! "! ,3'! De! ;.50! 5,*(*!
$&JB%$&'! $&+,5%.3,+! *,2&n'%66&$&35! hB':2&35*!H%50! $&*/&95! 5.! ,! /,$5%9B+,$! 6&,5B$&! 50,5!H,*!
&%50&$!$&/&,5&'!.$!,+5&$3,5&'!<&5H&&3!5H.!6,9&*!%3!,!/,%$K!G3!,++!.6!50&*&!5,*(*I!,!*/&9%6%9!5.T
<&T2,590&'! ,55$%<B5&! .6! 50&! 6%$*5! 6,9&! 0,'! 5.! <&! &39.'&'! ,3'! *5.$&'! %3! ?%*B,+! H.$(%3:!
2&2.$8I!,3'!50%*!3&H+8!6.$2&'!2&2.$8!5$,9&!H,*!%22&'%,5&+8!$&T,95%?,5&'! %3!$&*/.3*&!5.!
50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&K! A0&! /$&*&39&! .6! ,! $&+%,<+&! QDLE$! %3! MN/&$%2&35! F! H0&$&! ?%&H! ,3'! 3.5!
%'&35%58!H,*!50&!,55&3'&'!6&,5B$&!'&2.3*5$,5&*!50,5!50&!3&9&**%58!5.!&39.'&!,!?%*B,+!6&,5B$&!
.6! ,3! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! H,*! *B66%9%&35! 6.$! 50&! *%2B+5,3&.B*! &39.'%3:! .6! %5*! %'&35%58K! G3! 50%*!
9.35&N5I!%5!H.B+'!<&!%35&$&*5%3:!5.!5&*5!H0&50&$!%'&35%58T*/&9%6%9!/$.9&**%3:!%*!,+*.!2,3',5.$8!
6.$! $&+,5%.3,+! hB':&2&35*!,<.B5!.50&$! 58/&*!.6! 6,9%,+! 9B&*I! *B90!,*!,!/&$*.3c*!&N/$&**%.3K! G6!
6.$2%3:!,3!&N/+%9%5!/&$9&/5B,+!2&2.$8!5$,9&!9.35,%3*!%'&35%58T$&+,5&'!6,9%,+!9B&*!<8!'&6,B+5I!
QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! *0.B+'! &2&$:&! ,B5.2,5%9,++8! ,9$.**! '%66&$&35! 6,9&!2,590%3:! /,$,'%:2*I!
%$$&*/&95%?&!.6!50&!3,5B$&!.6!50&!,55&3'&'!6,9%,+!,55$%<B5&K!A0%*!H.B+'!&2/0,*%S&!50&!9$%5%9,+!
$.+&! .6! ?%*B,+! 2&2.$8! 6.$! 50&! %3*5,35,3&.B*! $&/$&*&35,5%.3! .6! %'&35%58T*/&9%6%9! ?%*B,+!
%36.$2,5%.3I!,3'!H%++!3&&'!5.!<&!6B$50&$!,**&**&'!%3!6B5B$&!*5B'%&*K!
A0&! *5%2B+%! 90.%9&! .6! 9.2/B5&$T:&3&$,5&'! 9.+.B$! %2,:&*! %3! /$&?%.B*! &N/&$%2&35*!
UMN/&$%2&35*! "! ,3'! DW! &3*B$&'! ,! 0%:0! +&?&+! .6! ?%*B,+! *%2%+,$%58! %3! 5&$2*! .6! '%,:3.*5%9! 6,9%,+!






2.$&!3,5B$,+! 6,9&! *5%2B+%K!4&*/%5&! 50&%$! ?%*B,+! '%66&$&39&*I! <.50! *5%2B+%! *&5*! $&+%,<+8! &+%9%5&'!
%2,:&T%3?,$%,35! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*I! 50&$&<8! 0%:0+%:05%3:! 50,5! 50%*! 9.2/.3&35! $&6+&95*! 50&!
&39.'%3:! .6! %'&35%58T*/&9%6%9! %36.$2,5%.3! 6$.2! ,! 6,9&K!C.$&.?&$I! 50&! 6,95! 50,5! +,5&398! ,3'!




6.++.H%3:! *5%2B+B*! $&/&5%5%.3*!,9$.**!,!?,$%&58!.6! 6,9&!.$! 6,9&T+%(&!*5%2B+%! U-90H&%3<&$:&$!&5!
,+KI! DEEOWK! G5! *0.B+'! <&! 3.5&'! 50,5! %3! 9.35$,*5! 5.! 50&! &N/+%9%5! %'&35%58! 2,590%3:! 5,*(*! .6!
MN/&$%2&35*! "! ,3'! DI! 50&! ,35&$%.$! 9.B35&$/,$5! .6! 50&! QDLE$! U,3! &30,39&'! /.*%5%?%58! 6.$!
%'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3*W!H,*! 3.H! $&+%,<+8! +,$:&$! 6.$! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! 50,3! 6.$! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*!
U*&&!#%:B$&!LKFWK!A0%*!,//,$&35!'%**.9%,5%.3!<&5H&&3!50&!/.*5&$%.$!,3'!,35&$%.$!,*/&95*!.6!50&!
QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35! %3! MN/&$%2&35! F!2,8! *B::&*5! 50,5! 50&8! '.! 3.5! $&6+&95! &N,95+8! 50&! *,2&!
B3'&$+8%3:!3&B$,+!/$.9&**&*I!,3'!H%++!3&&'!5.!<&!9+,$%6%&'!%3!6B5B$&!*5B'%&*K!!
G3! *B22,$8I! 50&! ,%2! .6! 50&! /$&*&35! *5B'8! H,*! 5.! %3?&*5%:,5&! H0&50&$! 50&! ?%*B,+!
2&90,3%*2*! 50,5! B3'&$+%&! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! ,$&! *5$%95+8! 2,3',5.$8! .$! 5,*(T*&5!
'&/&3'&35K! =+&,$! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! &2&$:&'! 5.! $&/&5%5%.3*! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! %3! ,! ?%&HT
2,590%3:! 5,*(! H0&$&! %'&35%58! H,*! 5,*(T%$$&+&?,35I! <B5! ,! $&+,5%.3,+! hB':2&35! <&5H&&3! 5H.!
6,9&*!H,*!$&JB%$&'K!A0%*!*B::&*5*!50,5!50&!6.$2,5%.3!,3'!$&5&35%.3!.6!,3!,95%?&!?%*B,+!2&2.$8!
5$,9&! 2,8! <&! 9$%5%9,+! 6.$! 2,3',5.$8! %'&35%58! /$.9&**%3:I! %3'%9,5%3:! 50,5! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3!/$.9&**&*!*0.H!,!9.3*%'&$,<+&!'&:$&&!.6!,B5.2,5%9!U,3'!50B*!3.5!6B++8!./5%.3,+W!
/$.9&**%3:! .6! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'! 6,9%,+! 9B&*K! A.! 6B$50&$! 9+,$%68! 50&! &66&95*! .6! ,55&35%.3! .3!
%3'%?%'B,+! 6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3I!MN/&$%2&35*!O!,3'!L!9.2/,$&'!QDLE$!,2/+%5B'&*!'B$%3:!&61,4842#











>F$40,() N?) O##,+08) .#) 0$8D) (,',5$"+,) $"6) #$%&'&$(&0L) .") #$+,) &6,"0&0L)
4(.+,88&"/)
#%3'%3:*! 6$.2! MN/&$%2&35! F! 0,?&! *0.H3! 50,5! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! %'&35%58! %*! &39.'&'! %3! ,!
2,3',5.$8! 6,*0%.3! %$$&*/&95%?&! .6! *&+&95%?&! ,55&35%.3! ,3'n.$! 5,*(! '&2,3'*! %3! ,! ?%&HT
2,590%3:!5,*(!H0&$&!.<*&$?&$*!2,'&!$&+,5%.3,+!hB':2&35*!,<.B5!5H.!*&JB&35%,++8!/$&*&35&'!
6,9&*K!A0%*!*B::&*5*!50,5!&?&3!B3'&$!9.3'%5%.3*!H0&$&!%36.$2,5%.3!,<.B5!50&!%'&35%58!.6!,!6,9&!
%*! 5,*(T%$$&+&?,35I! %'&35%58T*/&9%6%9! 6,9%,+! 9B&*! ,$&! &39.'&'! %3! ?%*B,+! 2&2.$8! %3! ,3!
%3*5,35,3&.B*! ,3'! .<+%:,5.$8! 6,*0%.3K! G3! .50&$!H.$'*I! /,$5%9%/,35*! 9.B+'! 3.5! $&/$&*&35! 50&!
?%&H! .6! ,! 6,9&! H%50.B5! *%2B+5,3&.B*+8! $&/$&*&35%3:! %5*! %'&35%58I! ,*! $&6+&95&'! <8! QDLE$!
$&*/.3*&*! 5.! *,2&! 6,9&! $&/&5%5%.3*! H0&3! ?%&H! H,*! 50&! 5.T<&T2,590&'! 6,9%,+! 6&,5B$&K! A0&!
.<*&$?,5%.3! .6! 2,3',5.$8! %'&35%58! /$.9&**%3:! %3! ,! 5,*(! $&JB%$%3:! &N/+%9%5! ?%*B,+! 2&2.$8!
/$.9&**&*! $,%*&*! JB&*5%.3*! ,<.B5! 50&! */&9%6%9! 9.3'%5%.3*! B3'&$!H0%90! %'&35%58! /$.9&**%3:! %*!
.<+%:,5.$8K! G*! 50&! /&$9&/5%.3! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! %'&35%58! ,+*.! 6B++8!2,3',5.$8! %3! ,! 5,*(! 50,5!
'.&*! 3.5! 9.35,%3! 50%*!2&2.$8! 9.2/.3&35e! A.! ,''$&**! 50%*! JB&*5%.3I! MN/&$%2&35*! O! ,3'! L!
9.2/,$&'! QDLE$! ,2/+%5B'&*! 'B$%3:! &61,4842! ,3'! 6B++8! 4(1,4842! 5,*(*^! 6,9&! %'&35%58!2,590%3:!
U&61,4842W! .$! 5,$:&5! '&5&95%.3! U4(1,4842WK! MN/&$%2&35! O! B*&'! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*I!H0%+&! *5%2B+%! %3!
MN/&$%2&35!L!9.3*%*5&'!.6!<.50!6,2.B*!,3'!3.3T6,2.B*!6,9&*!5.!,**&**!H0&50&$!,55&35%.3!5.!
6,9&*!%*!'%66&$&35%,++8!2.'B+,5&'!<8!50&%$!6,2%+%,$%58K!!
RK"! MN/&$%2&35! OK! A,*(T'&/&3'&35! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! ,3'! 50&! $.+&! .6! ?%*B,+!
6,9&!2&2.$8!!
K"!"!#R92.)*+824)9##
7$&?%.B*! $&*&,$90! 0,*! *0.H3! 50,5! <.50! B36,2%+%,$! ,3'! 6,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! ,$&! $&9.:3%S&'!
B3%35&35%.3,++8! ,9$.**! ,! ?,$%&58! .6! '%66&$&35! 5,*(*! 6.$! H0%90! %'&35%58! %*! %$$&+&?,35I! *B90! ,*!
*%2/+&! .<h&95! '&5&95%.3! 5,*(*! H0&$&! /,$5%9%/,35*! 3&&'! 5.! '&5&95! <B55&$6+8! 5,$:&5*! U&K:KI!
-90H&%3<&$:&$!&5!,+KI!DEEOWI!.$!%'&35%68!5,$:&5!+&55&$*!U&K:KI!Q&B2,33!d!-90H&%3<&$:&$I!DEE]I!
DEE\WK!G3!50&*&!5H.!/,$,'%:2*I!/,$5%9%/,35*c!5,*(!H,*!5.!$&*/.3'!5.!.<h&95*!.50&$!50,3!6,9&*I!
H0%+&! 5$%,+*! 9.3*%*5&'! .6! &%50&$! $&/&5%5%.3*! .$! 3.3T$&/&5%5%.3!.6! %2,:&*!.6! 50&! *,2&! 6,2.B*!
9&+&<$%58K!M?&3!50.B:0!50&$&!H,*!3.!3&&'!5.!&39.'&!6,9%,+! %'&35%58I!QDLE$!$&/&5%5%.3!&66&95*!
H&$&!$&+%,<+8!.<5,%3&'!5.!$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&I!%$$&*/&95%?&!.6!5,*(!'&2,3'*!





%3'%?%'B,+*K! Y.H&?&$I! $&/&5%5%.3*! .6! %'&35%9,+! %2,:&*! H&$&! B*&'! %3! 50&*&! *5B'%&*K! A.! 5&*5!




MN/&$%2&35! O! %3?&*5%:,5&'! H0&50&$! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! /$.9&**&*! ./&$,5&! %3! ,!
2,3',5.$8! 5,*(T%3'&/&3'&35! 6,*0%.3! B3'&$! 9.3'%5%.3*! H0&$&! 50&! 5,*(! '.&*! 3.5! $&JB%$&! ,!
$&+,5%.3,+! hB':2&35! <&5H&&3! 5H.! 6,9&*I! <B5! ,3! %22&'%,5&! $&*/.3*&! 5.! .3&! .6! 50&*&! 6,9&*!
.3+8K!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!5.!$&/&,5&'!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!H&$&!9.2/,$&'!'B$%3:!5H.!5,*(*^!6,9&!








*%S&! *0.B+'! <&! .<*&$?&'! %3! <.50! &61,4842! ,3'! 4(1,4842! 5,*(*K! X+5&$3,5%?&+8I! %6! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'!
6,9&! /$.9&**%3:! %*! 5,*(T'&/&3'&35! B3'&$! 9.3'%5%.3*! H0&$&! %22&'%,5&! %'&35%58TB3$&+,5&'!




AH&+?&! /,%'! ?.+B35&&$*! U*%N! 6&2,+&*WI! ,:&'! DO! 5.! F[! U2&,3! ,:&! DL! 8&,$*I! -4! v! LW!H&$&!




#,9&! *5%2B+%! H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.! MN/&$%2&35! D! U%K&KI! "D! 9.2/B5&$T:&3&$,5&'! 6,9&*! %3! 6B++!






"D! 6,9%,+! %'&35%5%&*!<8!"]EsK! G2,:&!5$,3*6.$2,5%.3*!H&$&!/&$6.$2&'!B*%3:!X'.<&!70.5.*0./!
RKE! UX'.<&!-8*5&2*! G39KWK! A0&! 9.2<%3,5%.3!.6!"D! 5,$:&5! %2,:&*! %3! 5H.! *%S&*! ,3'! 5H.!?%&H*!
$&*B+5&'! %3! ,! 5.5,+! .6! O]! *5%2B+%K! 7,$5%9%/,35*! /&$6.$2&'! 5H.! 5,*(*! 50,5! H&$&! /$&*&35&'! %3!
*&/,$,5&! /,$5*! .6! &%:05! 9.3*&9B5%?&! <+.9(*K! A0&! &61,4842! 6,9&! %'&35%58T2,590%3:! 5,*(! H,*!
%'&35%9,+! 5.! MN/&$%2&35! DI! &N9&/5! 50,5! 50&! ?%&H!.6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&!H,*! 3.! +.3:&$! 9.3*5,35!
H%50%3! &,90! <+.9(I! <B5! H,*! $,3'.2%S&'!H%50%3! &,90! <+.9(K! G3! 50&! &N/+%9%5! 5,*(I! 50&$&!H&$&!
&%:05*! <+.9(*! 9.35,%3%3:! ]E! 5$%,+*! &,90K! A0&$&!H&$&! DE! 5$%,+*! 6.$! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3*! U9.++,/*&'!
,9$.**!6$.35T6$.35!,3'!*%'&T*%'&!5$%,+*W!,3'!?%&HT90,3:&*!U9.++,/*&'!,9$.**!6$.35T*%'&!,3'!*%'&T













Face Stimulus Sequence 
Front               Front Front               Side
Side                    Side Side                 Front
!
#$%&'() !+*! MN,2/+&*! .6! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*! *&JB&39&*! 6.$! 5,$:&5! 5$%,+*! %3! 50&! 4(1,4842# 5,*(! U%3?&$5&'! 5,$:&5!
'&5&95%.3W!6.$!6.B$!.6!50&!&%:05!/.**%<+&!9.2<%3,5%.3*!.6!%'&35%58!U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!?&$*B*!%'&35%58T90,3:&WI!
?%&H!U?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!?&$*B*!?%&HT90,3:&W!,3'!5,$:&5!/.*%5%.3!U6%$*5!.$!*&9.3'!%2,:&WK!A0&!*&9.3'!%2,:&!H,*!













,++! 5$%,+*K! A&2/.$,+! /,$,2&5&$*! .6! *5%2B+B*! /$&*&35,5%.3! H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.! /$&?%.B*!
&N/&$%2&35*I!,3'!5,*(!.$'&$!H,*!9.B35&$<,+,39&'!,9$.**!/,$5%9%/,35*K!AH.!*5%2B+%!,//&,$&'!
.3! 50&! *9$&&3! 6.$!DEE!2*!&,90I! *&/,$,5&'!<8!,!DEE!2*! %35&$*5%2B+B*! %35&$?,+K!A0&! %35&$5$%,+!
%35&$?,+!H,*!"LEE!2*K!-%N!/,$5%9%/,35*!*5,$5&'!H%50!50&!&N/+%9%5! 6,9&! %'&35%58!2,590%3:I!H0%+&!






$&*/.3*&! H,*! $&9.$'&'! H&$&! &2/+.8&'! 6.$! MV7! ,3,+8*&*K! A0&*&! ,3,+8*&*! %39+B'&'! 50&!
,''%5%.3,+! 6,95.$! 5,*(! U&N/+%9%5! ?&$*B*! %2/+%9%5WK! C&,3! ,2/+%5B'&! ?,+B&*! H&$&! 9.2/B5&'! ,5!
/.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&*! 7[n]! 6.$! 50&! Q"[E! 5%2&! %35&$?,+! U"RET"\E! 2*! ,65&$! 50&! .3*&5! .6! 50&!
*&9.3'!6,9&W!,3'!6.$!50&!QDLE$!5%2&!%35&$?,+!UD"ETDRE!2*!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&WK!
V&/&,5&'T2&,*B$&*! ,3,+8*&*! .6! ?,$%,39&! UXQi_X*W! H&$&! /&$6.$2&'! 6.$! 6,95.$*! %'&35%58!
























#%:B$&!RKD! U5./!/,3&+W! *0.H*!MV7*! 5$%::&$&'!<8! 50&!*&9.3'! 6,9&!*5%2B+B*! %3!&,90!/,%$!.3!
%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!,3'!%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*!,5!/.*5&$%.$!.99%/%5,+!&+&95$.'&*!7[n]I!*&/,$,5&+8!
6.$!&61,4842!,3'! 4(1,4842! 5,*(*K!=+&,$!$&/&5%5%.3!&66&95*!H&$&!6.B3'!6.$!50&!&N/+%9%5!<B5!3.5!6.$!
50&! %2/+%9%5! 5,*(! 6.$! <.50! /.*5&$%.$! ,3'! ,35&$%.$! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*I! *B::&*5%3:! 50,5! 50%*!
9.2/.3&35! H,*! *5$.3:+8! 2.'B+,5&'! <8! 5,*(! $&+&?,39&! ,3'n.$! ,55&35%.3,+! 6.9B*K! A0%*! H,*!
6B$50&$! %++B*5$,5&'! <8! 90,$,95&$%*5%9! QDLE$! *9,+/! 5./.:$,/0%&*! 6.$! 50&! &N/+%9%5! <B5! 3.5! 50&!
%2/+%9%5! 5,*(I! .<5,%3&'! <8! *B<5$,95%3:! %'&35%58T90,3:&! 6$.2! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*! U*&&!
#%:B$&!RKDI!<.55.2!/,3&+WK!
Q"[E! ,2/+%5B'&*! 2&,*B$&'! %3! 50&! "RET"\E! 2*! 5%2&! H%3'.H! H&$&! 3.5! 2.'B+,5&'! <8!
%'&35%58!UX!{!"WK!G3!50&!QDLE$!5%2&!H%3'.H!UD"ETDRE!2*!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!%2,:&WI!




5,*(! UX#{! "WK! G3! +%3&!H%50! /$&?%.B*! 6%3'%3:*I! 50&$&!H,*! 3.! %'&35%58! N! ?%&H! %35&$,95%.3! %3! 50&!
&N/+%9%5!5,*(!UXU"I""W!v!DKEj!1!|!K"\WI!%3'%9,5%3:!50,5!50&!QDLE$!H,*!?%&HT%3'&/&3'&35K!#.++.HT





















210 - 260 ms               
    +1µV





OEE!2*! %35&$?,+! ,65&$! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&! %3! ,! /,%$K! MV7*! ,$&! ,?&$,:&'! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*!
U*.+%'!+%3&*W!,3'!%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*!U',*0&'!+%3&*WI!,3'!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!&61,4842!,3'!4(1,4842!5,*(*K!






A0&! /.*5&$%.$! QDLE$! H,*! ,:,%3! ,99.2/,3%&'! <8! ,3! ,35&$%.$! &30,39&'! /.*%5%?%58! 6.$!
%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3*!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*!UXU"I""W!v![K\j!1#{!KEDWK!X!*%:3%6%9,35!
%'&35%58! N! 5,*(! %35&$,95%.3!H,*!/$&*&35! ,5! 6$.35,+! &+&95$.'&!#S! UXU"I""W!v!"FKOj!1#{! KE"WI! ,3'!
6.++.HTB/!,3,+8*&*! 9.36%$2&'! 50&!/$&*&39&!.6! $&+%,<+&! ,35&$%.$! %'&35%58! $&/&5%5%.3!&66&95*! %3!





MN/&$%2&35! O! 5&*5&'! H0&50&$! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! /$.9&**&*! ,$&! &3:,:&'! %3! ,!
2,3',5.$8! 6,*0%.3! %3! ,3! 4(1,4842! 5,*(! 50,5!'.&*!3.5! $&JB%$&! ,! $&+,5%.3,+! hB':2&35!<&5H&&3!
5H.!6,9&*!<B5!,3!%22&'%,5&!$&*/.3*&!5.!%3?&$5&'!6,9&!5,$:&5*K!MV7!H,?&6.$2*!H&$&!$&9.$'&'!
'B$%3:! 5H.! 5,*(*! %3! H0%90! /,$5%9%/,35*! &%50&$! 2,590&'! 50&! %'&35%58! .6! 5H.! *&JB&35%,++8!
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%'&35%58I!6,9&!58/&!,3'!5,$:&5!/.*%5%.3WK!#%:B$&!RKF!*0.H*!&N,2/+&*!.6!6,9&!*5%2B+B*!*&JB&39&*!
6.$!3.3T5,$:&5!5$%,+*!U5./!/,3&+W!,3'!5,$:&5!5$%,+*!U<.55.2!/,3&+WK!Q.!$&*/.3*&!H,*!$&JB%$&'!.3!
3.3T5,$:&5! 5$%,+*K! A0&! &N/&$%2&35! +,*5&'! ,//$.N%2,5&+8! DL!2%3I! ,3'! /,$5%9%/,35*! /&$6.$2&'!
5H.!5$,%3%3:!<+.9(*!U.3&!6.$!&,90!5,*(W!/$%.$!5.!5&*5%3:K!!
A&2/.$,+! /,$,2&5&$*! .6! *5%2B+B*! /$&*&35,5%.3! H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.! /$&?%.B*! &N/&$%2&35*I!
,3'! 5,*(! .$'&$! H,*! 9.B35&$<,+,39&'! ,9$.**! /,$5%9%/,35*K! AH.! 6,9&*! .3! &,90! 5$%,+! H&$&!
/$&*&35&'!6.$!DEE!2*I!*&/,$,5&'!<8!,!DEE!2*!G-GK!A0&!%35&$5$%,+!%35&$?,+!H,*!"LEE!2*K!X++!.50&$!




.3! 50&! *9$&&3K!7,$5%9%/,35*c! 5,*(!H,*! 5.! $&*/.3'!H%50!,! +&65T0,3'!<B55.3!/$&**! 5.!,! 6,2.B*!
6,9&! ,3'! H%50! ,! $%:05T0,3'! <B55.3! /$&**! 5.! ,! 3.3T6,2.B*! 6,9&K! #,2.B*! 6,9&*! 50,5! H&$&!
%39.$$&95+8!9+,**%6%&'!,*!3.3T6,2.B*!H&$&!%3%5%,++8!&N9+B'&'!6$.2!50&!MM)!,3,+8*&*K!Y.H&?&$I!


















Famous Faces Non-famous Faces
Non-target Trials 
Face Stimulus Sequence 
)
#$%&'() !+-# A./! /,3&+^! MN,2/+&*! .6! '%66&$&35! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*! *&JB&39&*! 6.$! 3.3T5,$:&5! 5$%,+*! %3! &61,4842# ,3'!









A0&*&! H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.! MN/&$%2&35! OI! &N9&/5! 50,5! MM)! H,*! ,+*.! $&9.$'&'! 6$.2! ,3!
,''%5%.3,+!%36&$%.$!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&!/,%$!U&+&95$.'&*!7\!,3'!7"EW!,3'!,3,+8*&*!%39+B'&'!50&!
,''%5%.3,+! 6,95.$! 6,9&! 58/&! U6,2.B*! ?&$*B*! 3.3T6,2.B*WK! C&,3! ,2/+%5B'&! ?,+B&*! H&$&!
9.2/B5&'! ,5! /.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&*! 7\n"E! 6.$! 50&! Q"[E! 5%2&! %35&$?,+! U"RET"\E!2*! ,65&$! 50&!
.3*&5!.6!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&W!,3'!6.$!50&!QDLE$!5%2&!%35&$?,+!UD"ETDRE!2*!,65&$!50&!.3*&5!.6!50&!
*&9.3'!6,9&WK!V&/&,5&'T2&,*B$&*!,3,+8*&*!.6!?,$%,39&!UXQi_X*W!H&$&!/&$6.$2&'!6.$!6,95.$*!








7,$5%9%/,35*!H&$&! 6,*5&$!.3! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!50,3!.3! %'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*! UODF!2*!?&$*B*!
OLR!2*j!XU"I""W!v!"DKLj!1#{!KE"WK!X:,%3I!50&$&!H,*!3.!2,%3!&66&95!.6!6,9&!58/&!UOF\!2*!?&$*B*!







#6:$3$6'$5;) <&=%:(>57+!i3!,?&$,:&I!/,$5%9%/,35*! 9.$$&95+8! 9+,**%6%&'!]"m!.6!,++! 6,9&*I!,3'!
6,2%+%,$%58! hB':2&35*! H&$&! 2.$&! ,99B$,5&! 6.$! 6,2.B*! $&+,5%?&! 5.! 3.3T6,2.B*! 6,9&*! U]]m!










5,*(*I! ,3'! 6.$! 3.3T6,2.B*! ,3'! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*! U*&&! #%:B$&*! RKO! ,3'! RKLI! 5./! /,3&+*I!
$&*/&95%?&+8WK!Q.3T6,2.B*! 6,9&*! 5$%::&$&'! 9+&,$!QDLE$! $&/&5%5%.3! &66&95*! 6.$! 50&!&61,4842! <B5!
3.5!6.$!50&!4(1,4842#5,*(I!$&/+%9,5%3:!6%3'%3:*!6$.2!MN/&$%2&35!OK!A0&!&N,95!*,2&!/,55&$3!,+*.!
&2&$:&'! .3! 6,2.B*! 6,9&! 5$%,+*^! X3! QDLE$! H,*! 5$%::&$&'! <8! *,2&! 6,9&! $&/&5%5%.3*! 6.$! 50&!
&61,4842! <B5! 3.5! 50&! 4(1,4842! 5,*(I! %3'%9,5%3:! 50,5! 6,2%+%,$%58! '%'! 3.5! 2.'B+,5&! 50&! 5,*(T
'&/&3'&39&! .6! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'! 6,9&! /$.9&**%3:K! A0%*! %*! 6B$50&$! %++B*5$,5&'! <8! 90,$,95&$%*5%9!






2*j! XU"I""W! v! RK]j! 1# {! KEFWK! A0&$&! H,*! 3.! %'&35%58! N! 6,9&! 58/&! %35&$,95%.3! .$! 50$&&TH,8!
%35&$,95%.3! U%'&35%58! N! 5,*(! N! 6,9&! 58/&^! <.50! #! {! "WK!X! *%:3%6%9,35! %'&35%58! N! 5,*(! %35&$,95%.3!
UXU"I""W! v!F]KFj!1#{! KEE"W!'&2.3*5$,5&'! 50,5!QDLE$! $&*/.3*&*!H&$&! *5$.3:+8!2.'B+,5&'! <8!
5,*(!'&2,3'*K!#.++.HTB/!,3,+8*&*!H&$&!9.3'B95&'!*&/,$,5&+8! 6.$!&,90!5,*(K!#.$! 50&!&61,4842!
5,*(I!50&$&!H,*!,!2,%3!&66&95!.6!%'&35%58!UXU"I""W!v!FOK[j!1!{!KEE"WI!<B5!3.!%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!



















Implicit task Explicit task 
210 - 260 ms               
    +1µV
Identity Repetition
Identity Change





















Implicit task Explicit task 
    -1µV
210 - 260 ms               




#$%&'() !+/)A./!/,3&+^!)$,3'! ,?&$,:&'! MV7!H,?&6.$2*!.<5,%3&'! ,5! 7\n"E! %3! 50&! OEE!2*! 5%2&!H%3'.H! 6.$!
6,2.B*!6,9&*!.3!%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!U*.+%'!+%3&*W!,3'!%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*!U',*0&'!+%3&*WK!MV7!',5,!,$&!
*0.H3! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! &61,4842# ,3'! 4(1,4842! 5,*(*K! ;.55.2! /,3&+^! QDLE$! *9,+/! 5./.:$,/0%&*! .<5,%3&'! <8!







6,9&*I! ,! 2,%3! &66&95! .6! %'&35%58! ,//$.,90&'! *%:3%6%9,39&! UXU"I""W! v! Lj! 1# {! KERWI! ,3'! H,*!
,99.2/,3%&'! <8! ,! *%:3%6%9,35! %'&35%58! N! 5,*(! %35&$,95%.3! UXU"I""W! v! DOKRj! 1! {! KEE"WI!
'&2.3*5$,5%3:! 50,5! QDLE$! ,2/+%5B'&*! .3! 50.*&! 5$%,+*! H&$&! 5,*(T*&5! '&/&3'&35K! #.$! 3.3T
6,2.B*! 6,9&*I! *&/,$,5&! ,3,+8*&*! 6.$! &N/+%9%5! ,3'! %2/+%9%5! 5,*(*! 9.36%$2&'! 50&! /$&*&39&! .6! ,!
$&+%,<+&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35!%3!50&!&N/+%9%5!5,*(!UXU"I""W!v!"\K\j!1#{!KE"WI!,3'!%5*!,<*&39&!%3!50&!
%2/+%9%5! 5,*(! UX! {! "WK! A0&! *,2&! /,55&$3! .6! $&*B+5*!H,*! .<5,%3&'! 6.$! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*^! Y&$&I! ,3!
QDLE$!UXU"I""W!v![K"j!1#{!KEFW!H,*!,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,!*%:3%6%9,35!%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!%'&35%58!
,3'!5,*(!UXU"I""W!v!D[KLj!1#{!KEE"WK!#.++.H&'!B/!,3,+8*&*!.3!MV7!',5,!.<5,%3&'!.3!6,2.B*!6,9&!
5$%,+*I! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! &N/+%9%5! ,3'! %2/+%9%5! 5,*(*I! *0.H&'! *5$.3:! 5,*(T*&5! '&/&3'&35! QDLE$!
2.'B+,5%.3*K! X3!QDLE$!H,*! $&+%,<+8! 5$%::&$&'! <8! *,2&! 6,9&! $&/&5%5%.3*! 6.$! 50&! &N/+%9%5! 5,*(!
UXU"I""W!v!FRKDj!1#{!KEE"WI!<B5!,:,%3!3.5!6.$!50&!%2/+%9%5!5,*(!UX#{!"WK!
X!'%66&$&35!/,55&$3!.6!$&*B+5*!&2&$:&'!,5!,35&$%.$!2%'+%3&!&+&95$.'&!#S^!Y&$&I!,3!&30,39&'!





KEDWK! X:,%3I! 50&$&! H,*! 3.! &66&95! .6! 6,9&! 6,2%+%,$%58! .3! QDLE$! ,2/+%5B'&*! 6.$! &%50&$! 5,*(!
U%'&35%58! N! 6,9&! 58/&j! X# |! "! ,3'! XU"I""W! v! DK\j! 1v! "K"O! 6.$! &61,4842! ,3'! 4(1,4842! 5,*(*I!
$&*/&95%?&+8WK! X3,+.:.B*! ,3,+8*&*! 9.3'B95&'! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! 50&! 6,95.$! 6,9&! 58/&! 9.36%$2&'!




MN/&$%2&35! L! 5&*5&'! H0&50&$! 6,2%+%,$%58! H%50! ,! 6,9&! 2.'B+,5&*! *5$,5&:%9! 5,*(T*/&9%6%9!
%36+B&39&*!.3! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'!/$.9&**%3:K! 7$&?%.B*! $&*&,$90!0,*! *B::&*5&'! 50,5! 6B395%.3,++8!
'%66&$&35!3&B$,+!2&90,3%*2*!B3'&$+%&! 50&!/$.9&**%3:!.6! 6,2%+%,$! $&+,5%?&! 5.!B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*!
6.$!<.50!50&!%3%5%,+!/&$9&/5%.3!.6!B3%JB&!%'&35%58!,3'!%5*!$&/$&*&35,5%.3!%3!?%*B,+!6,9&!2&2.$8!
U&K:KI! ;$B9&I! "\]Dj! ;B$5.3!d! P&3(%3*I! DE""WK! >3+%(&! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*I!H0%90! 0,?&! .3+8! <&&3!





2&2.$8I! H0%90! 9.35,%3! <.50! ?%*B,+! ,3'! *&2,35%9! %36.$2,5%.3! U*B90! ,*! <%.:$,/0%9,+! 6,95*W!
,<.B5!,!/&$*.3K!G6!50&$&!,$&!JB,+%5,5%?&!'%66&$&39&*!%3!50&!H,8!%3!H0%90!6,2%+%,$!,3'!B36,2%+%,$!
6,9&*! ,$&! /$.9&**&'! ,3'! &39.'&'I! .3&! %2/.$5,35! '%66&$&39&! 2%:05! 9.39&$3! 50&! $.+&! .6!
,55&35%.3! 6.$! %'&35%58T*/&9%6%9! /$.9&**%3:K! Z0&3! &39.B35&$%3:! ,! 6,2%+%,$! 6,9&I! /$&T&N%*5%3:!
/&$9&/5B,+! 2&2.$8! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! .6! 50,5! /&$*.3! 2,8! <&! ,99&**&'! H%50! +%55+&! .$! 3.!






*5$.3:+8!2.'B+,5&'!<8! 5,*(!'&2,3'*^!QDLE$! $&*/.3*&*!H&$&!9+&,$+8!/$&*&35! 6.$! 50&!&61,4842#
<B5!3.5!6.$!50&! 4(1,4842!5,*(!U*&&!#%:B$&!RKOWK!A0%*!%*!&N,95+8!50&!/,55&$3!50,5!H,*!.<*&$?&'!%3!
MN/&$%2&35!OI!50B*!9.36%$2%3:!50,5!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!/$.9&**&*!,$&!*5$.3:+8!5,*(T*&5!
'&/&3'&35! ,3'! 50B*! 3.5! 6B++8! 2,3',5.$8K! C.$&.?&$I! 50%*! H,*! 50&! 9,*&! $&:,$'+&**! .6! 6,9&!
6.$2,5I! ,*! 9.2/B5&$T:&3&$,5&'! 6,9&*! H&$&! B*&'! %3! MN/&$%2&35! OI! H0%+&! 3,5B$,+%*5%9! 6,9&*!
H&$&! B*&'! %3! MN/&$%2&35! LK! A0&! 9$%5%9,+! JB&*5%.3! H,*! H0&50&$! QDLE$! $&*/.3*&*! H.B+'! <&!
&+%9%5&'!5.!6,2.B*!6,9&!$&/&5%5%.3*!'B$%3:!%2/+%9%5!5,$:&5!'&5&95%.3K!G6!6,2.B*!6,9&!%'&35%58!%*!
/$.9&**&'! %3!,!6B++8!2,3',5.$8!6,*0%.3I!,3!QDLE$!*0.B+'!<&!&+%9%5&'!'B$%3:!50&! %2/+%9%5!5,*(I!
$&6+&95%3:! %22&'%,5&! ,3'! ,B5.2,5%9! ,99&**! 5.! $.<B*5! 2&2.$8! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! 6.$! 6,2%+%,$!
6,9&*K!Y.H&?&$I!$&*B+5*!'%'!3.5!/$.?%'&!&?%'&39&!6.$!2,3',5.$8!%'&35%58T$&+,5&'!/$.9&**%3:!.6!
6,2.B*!6,9&*!U%K&KI!9&+&<$%5%&*W!H%50!H0%90!.<*&$?&$*!H&$&!0%:0+8!6,2%+%,$K!
#.$! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*I! ,3!QDLE$!H,*! ,:,%3! .3+8! /$&*&35! 6.$! 50&! &N/+%9%5! <B5!H,*! 9.2/+&5&+8!
,<*&35! 6.$! 50&! %2/+%9%5! 5,*(! U*&&! #%:B$&!RKLWI! *B::&*5%3:! ?&$8! *%2%+,$! &66&95*!.6! ,55&35%.3! .3!
%'&35%58T$&+,5&'! /$.9&**%3:I! %$$&*/&95%?&!.6!H0&50&$!.$! 3.5! 6,9&! *5%2B+%! ,$&! 6,2%+%,$K! V&*B+5*!
50B*! '&2.3*5$,5&! 50,5! 6,2%+%,$%58!H%50! ,! 6,9&! '.&*!3.5!2.'B+,5&! 50&! %36+B&39&! .6! *5$,5&:%9!
5,*(T*/&9%6%9! %36+B&39&*!.3! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'!/$.9&**%3:!'B$%3:!&,$+8!*5,:&*!.6! 6,9&!/&$9&/5%.3!









.6! 50&!/$&*&39&!.6! ,3!QDLE$! 5.! 6,2.B*! 6,9&! $&/&5%5%.3*! %$$&*/&95%?&!.6! 50&%$! 5,*(! $&+&?,39&!
U&K:KI!Q&B2,33!d!-90H&%3<&$:&$I!DEE]I!DEE\j!A$&33&$!&5!,+KI!DEEOWK!G3!/,$5%9B+,$I!A$&33&$!&5!
,+K!UDEEOW!B*&'!,!*%2%+,$!/,$,'%:2!5.!9.2/,$&!QDLE$!$&/&5%5%.3!&66&95*!5.!6,2.B*!6,9&*!'B$%3:!
'%$&95! ,3'! %3'%$&95! 5,*(*j) %'&35%58T2,590%3:! U*4.&82W! .$! *&2,35%9! 9+,**%6%9,5%.3!.6! 50&! *&9.3'!
6,9&! %3!,!/,%$!,*!&%50&$!*%3:&$!.$!,95.$!U49*4.&82WK!=+&,$!5,*(!'%66&$&39&*!H&$&!*&&3!6.$!QDLE$!
$&*/.3*&*I!H0%90!H&$&!*%:3%6%9,35+8!+,$:&$!6.$!50&!'%$&95!$&+,5%?&!5.!50&!%3'%$&95!5,*(K!Y.H&?&$I!
50&! %3'%$&95! 5,*(! %3! 50%*! *5B'8! $&JB%$&'! ,99&**! 5.! *&2,35%9! %36.$2,5%.3! U%K&KI! /&$*.3!
(3.H+&':&W!50,5!%3%5%,++8!$&JB%$&*!$&9.:3%5%.3!.6!,!/&$*.3c*!%'&35%58K!G3!9.35$,*5I!4(1,4842#5,$:&5!
'&5&95%.3! %3! MN/&$%2&35! L! '%'! 3.5! $&JB%$&! '&9%*%.3*! <,*&'! .3! *&2,35%9! %36.$2,5%.3! ,<.B5!
6,9&*I!<B5!50&!'&5&95%.3!.6!?%*B,+!90,3:&*!%3!50&!*5$B95B$&!.6!,!6,9&!*5%2B+B*!U%K&KI!%3?&$*%.3WK!!
A0&! /$&*&35! 6%3'%3:*! $,%*&! 50&! JB&*5%.3! H0&50&$! .<*&$?&$*! H&$&! 6B++8! B3,H,$&! .6! 50&!
/$&*&39&! .6! ,! 6,2.B*! /&$*.3! .3! *.2&! 5$%,+*! %3! 50&! 4(1,4842! 5,*(K! A0&! ,<*&39&! .6! QDLE$!
$&/&5%5%.3!&66&95*!5.!6,2.B*!6,9&*!*B::&*5*!50,5!50&!%'&35%58!.6!,!/$&?%.B*+8!*&&3!6,2%+%,$!6,9&!
H,*! 3.5!2,3',5.$%+8! &39.'&'! ,3'! $&5,%3&'! ,*! ,! 6,9&!2&2.$8! 5$,9&I! %$$&*/&95%?&! .6! %5*! $%90!
+.3:T5&$2!2&2.$8!$&/$&*&35,5%.3K!Q&?&$50&+&**I!.<*&$?&$*!$&/.$5&'!,65&$!50&!&N/&$%2&35!5.!
0,?&!$&9.:3%S&'!*.2&!%2,:&*!.6!6,2.B*!9&+&<$%5%&*!H0%+&!*&,$90%3:!6.$!%3?&$5&'!6,9&!5,$:&5*K!




/$.9&**%3:I! /.*5T/&$9&/5B,+! 6,9&! /$.9&**&*! 2%:05! ./&$,5&! +,$:&+8! %3! ,3! .<+%:,5.$8! 6,*0%.3K)
A0%*!H.B+'!%2/+8!50,5)&,$+8!U<B5!3.5!+,5&W!6,9&!/$.9&**%3:!*5,:&*!%39+B'%3:!6,9&!/&$9&/5%.3!,3'!
?%*B,+!2&2.$8! ,//&,$! 5.! <&! *5$.3:+8!2.'B+,5&'! <8! 5,*(T*/&9%6%9! %36+B&39&*I! %$$&*/&95%?&! .6!
H0&50&$!.$!3.5!6,9&*!,$&!6,2%+%,$K!G3!9.35$,*5I!,99&**!5.!*&2,35%9!$&/$&*&35,5%.3*!.6!,!(3.H3!
/&$*.3! 2%:05! <&! ,95%?,5&'! %3! ,! 5,*(T%3'&/&3'&35! ,3'! 50B*! .<+%:,5.$8! 2,33&$I! H0&3! 6,9&!
*5%2B+%!,$&!6,2%+%,$K!A0%*!H%++!3&&'!5.!<&!6B$50&$!9+,$%6%&'!%3!6B5B$&!$&*&,$90K!
7$&?%.B*! $&*&,$90! 0,*! *0.H3! 50,5! 50&! $&/&5%5%.3T$&+,5&'! QDLE$! %*! 58/%9,++8! +,$:&$! 6.$!
6,2%+%,$! 50,3! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! U&K:KI! ;&:+&%5&$! &5! ,+KI! "\\Lj! -90H&%3<&$:&$! &5! ,+KI! "\\LWK! A0%*!
&30,39&2&35! %3! 50&! QDLE$! $&*/.3*&! 5.! 0%:0+8! 6,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! 0,*! <&&3! +%3(&'! 5.! 50&!
%3*5,35,3&.B*! ,95%?,5%.3! .6! /$&T&*5,<+%*0&'! /&$9&/5B,+! 2&2.$8! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! 6.$! (3.H3!
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H,*! 6.++.H&'! <8! ,3! &N/+%9%5! 6,9&! 2&2.$8! 5&*5I! H0&$&! 3.?&+! 6,9&*! H&$&! %35&$2%N&'! H%50!
/$&?%.B*+8!*&&3!6,9&*K!Q&B$,+!,95%?%58!%3!6B*%6.$2!:8$B*!H,*!2.'B+,5&'!<8!&39.'%3:!*5$,5&:8I!













50&! B3'&$+8%3:! 3&B$,+! 90,3:&*! ,$&! 5&2/.$,$8! B3+&**! 9.3*.+%',5&'! <8! 6B$50&$! $&/&5%5%.3*K!
A0&*&! 6%3'%3:*! *B::&*5! 50,5! 3&H+8! 6.$2&'! 2&2.$8! 5$,9&*! '&9,8! H%50! 5%2&I! B3+&**! 3&H!
%36.$2,5%.3! %*! ,95%?&+8! $&0&,$*&'K! #B$50&$! *B//.$5! 6.$! +,:T$&+,5&'! 3&B$,+! $&*/.3*&!
2.'B+,5%.3*! %3! '%*5%395! 6B*%6.$2! 6,9&! $&:%.3*! 9.2&*! 6$.2! #,3:! &5! ,+K! UDEE[WK! A0%*! *5B'8!
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/&$6.$2,39&! %*! ZC! +.,'K! MV7! $&*&,$90! 0,*! *0.H3! 50,5! QDLE$! $&*/.3*&*! 5.! 6,2.B*! 6,9&!
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%36.$2,5%.3! %*! ,95%?&+8! 2,%35,%3&'K! X5! /$&*&35I! %5! %*! *5%++! ,3! .3T:.%3:! '&<,5&! H0&50&$!
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+.3:&$! 5%2&! %35&$?,+*! <&5H&&3! $&/&5%5%.3*K!4.! +.3:&$! $&/&5%5%.3! +,:*! 3.5! .3+8!2.'B+,5&! 50&!
*5$&3:50!.6!,!/&$9&/5B,+!6,9&!2&2.$8!5$,9&I!<B5!,+*.!'%66&$&35%,++8!,66&95!50&!2,%35&3,39&!.6!
'%66&$&35!58/&*!.6!?%*B,+!9.'&*!%3!2&2.$8e!G3!.50&$!H.$'*I!%*!%5!2.$&!'%66%9B+5!5.!*5.$&!,!0%:0T
+&?&+! *5$B95B$,+! $&+,5%?&! 5.! ,! +.HT+&?&+! /%95.$%,+! 6,9&! 2&2.$8! 5$,9&! .?&$! +.3:&$! /&$%.'*! .6!
5%2&e!!
M?%'&39&! 6$.2! 6,9&! ,',/5,5%.3! /,$,'%:2*! 0,*! *0.H3! 50,5! *5$B95B$,+! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! .6!
,+5&$&'! %2,:&*! .6! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*! ,$&! 3.5! .3+8! %22&'%,5&+8! *5.$&'! <B5! 50,5! 50&*&! 2&2.$8!
5$,9&*! ,$&! ,+*.! +.3:T+,*5%3:K! =,$<.3! &5! ,+K! UDEE[W! /$&*&35&'! /,$5%9%/,35*! H%50! 9.36%:B$,++8!
,+5&$&'! %2,:&*!.6! 6,2.B*! 6,9&*!'B$%3:!,3!,',/5,5%.3!/0,*&K!A0&*&! %2,:&*!H&$&!9$&,5&'!<8!
90,3:%3:!50&!'%*5,39&!<&5H&&3!50&!&8&*!,3'!50&!2.B50K!X65&$!,!'&+,8!.6!&%50&$!L2%3!.$!DO0I!
/,$5%9%/,35*!H&$&!,*(&'!5.! %'&35%58! 50&!.$%:%3,+! 6,2.B*! 6,9&! %2,:&! 6$.2!,! *&$%&*!.6! %2,:&*K!
V&*B+5*! *0.H&'! 50,5! /,$5%9%/,35*c! '&9%*%.3*! H&$&! <%,*&'! 5.H,$'! /$&?%.B*+8! *&&3! '%*5.$5&'!
%2,:&*! .6! ,! 6,2.B*! /&$*.3I! *B::&*5%3:! 50,5! /$%.$! &N/.*B$&! 5.! ,3! ,+5&$&'! 6,9&! %2,:&! 0,'!
<%,*&'!+,5&$!/&$6.$2,39&!.3!,!$&9.:3%5%.3!2&2.$8!5&*5K!G2/.$5,35+8I!*B90!,',/5,5%.3!&66&95*!
H&$&!3.5!.3+8!6.B3'!H0&3!%'&35%9,+! %2,:&*!*0,$%3:!50&!*,2&!?%*B,+!6&,5B$&*!H&$&!B*&'I!<B5!









MN/&$%2&35!R! %3?&*5%:,5&'!H0&50&$! 3&H+8! ,9JB%$&'!/&$9&/5B,+! 6,9&!2&2.$%&*! $&/$&*&35!
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AH&+?&!/,%'!?.+B35&&$*! U3%3&! 6&2,+&*WI!,:&'!DL!5.!F[!8&,$*! U2&,3!,:&!FE!8&,$*I!-4!v!OW!
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*5%2B+%!H&$&!:$&8*9,+&!%2,:&*!.6!FE!3,5B$,+%*5%9!6,9&*!U"L!6&2,+&W!*0.H3!%3!5H.!?%&H*I!,!6B++!
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 View Repetition View Change
Front               Front
    Front               Side
Side                    Side
  Side                   Front
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#$%&'() "+*)A./!/,3&+^! A&2/.$,+!/,$,2&5&$*!.6! *5%2B+B*!/$&*&35,5%.3!.3!&,90! 5$%,+! 6.$!3%).2! ,3'! ,)9;! G-G*K!
;.55.2! /,3&+^! MN,2/+&*! .6! 50&! 6.B$! '%66&$&35! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*! *&JB&39&*K! i3! &,90! 5$%,+I! 5H.! 6,9&*! *0.H&'!











+,5&!QDLE$! 5%2&!H%3'.H*! UD"ETDRE!2*! .$! DRETF"E!2*! ,65&$! 50&! .3*&5! .6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&WK!
V&/&,5&'T2&,*B$&*! ,3,+8*&*! .6! ?,$%,39&! UXQi_X*W! H&$&! /&$6.$2&'! 6.$! 6,95.$*! %'&35%58!








?&$*B*! \FmWK! X3! %'&35%58! N! ?%&H! %35&$,95%.3! '&2.3*5$,5&'! 50,5! ,99B$,98! H,*! *%:3%6%9,35+8!
0%:0&$!.3!%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!H0&$&!5H.!6,9&*!*0.H&'!50&!*,2&!$&+,5%?&!5.!5H.!'%66&$&35!











$&*/&95%?&+8WK!X! *%:3%6%9,35! %'&35%58! N! G-G! %35&$,95%.3! UXU"I""W!v!LKDj!1#{! KELW! *0.H&'! 50,5!VA*!
H&$&!6,*5&$!6.$!%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3*!6.$!*0.$5!?&$*B*!+.3:#G-G*!ULD]!2*!?&$*B*!L]]!2*WI!H0&$&,*!








#%:B$&! [KD! *0.H*! :$,3'! ,?&$,:&'! MV7! H,?&6.$2*! .<5,%3&'! ,5! /.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&! /,%$!
7\n"E! ,3'! ,35&$%.$! &+&95$.'&! #S! %3! 50&! OEE!2*! %35&$?,+! 6.$! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! ,3'! %'&35%58T
90,3:&!5$%,+*I!9.++,/*&'!,9$.**!?%&H!$&/&5%5%.3*!,3'!?%&H!90,3:&*K!MV7*!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!
6.$! 3%).2! G-G*! U5./! /,3&+W! ,3'! ,)9;! G-G*! U<.55.2! /,3&+WK! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! H&$&! 9+&,$+8!
/$&*&35!6.$!<.50!G-G*I!<B5!50&*&!H&$&!2,$(&'+8!*2,++&$!H0&3!5H.!6,9&*!.6!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+!
H&$&!$&/&,5&'!H%50!+.3:!G-G*K!C.$&.?&$I!QDLE$!.3*&5!+,5&39%&*!H&$&!'&+,8&'!<8!q!LE!2*!6.$!
5$%,+*!H%50! +.3:! G-G*K! A0&$&6.$&!MV7! ',5,!H&$&! ,3,+8*&'! *&/,$,5&+8! 6.$!&-.,0! ,3'! ,-2&#QDLE$#
5%2&!H%3'.H*!UD"ETDRE!2*!,3'!DRETF"E!2*I!$&*/&95%?&+8WK!#%:B$&![KF! %++B*5$,5&*!5./.:$,/0%9!
QDLE$! *9,+/! 2,/*! *0.H%3:! 90,$,95&$%*5%9! &30,39&'! /.*5&$%.$! 3&:,5%?%5%&*! .?&$! .99%/%5.T
5&2/.$,+!$&:%.3*!,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,!6$.35,+!/.*%5%?%58I!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!*0.$5!,3'!+.3:!G-G*I!,3'!





%3! #%:B$&![KOK! M?&3! 50.B:0! 50&!QDLE$!H,*! *5$.3:+8! $&'B9&'!.3! 5$%,+*!H%50! ,! +.3:! G-GI! *%2%+,$!
QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*!H&$&! /$&*&35! .3! 5$%,+*!H%50! &%50&$! ,! $&/&5%5%.3! .$! ,! 90,3:&! .6! ?%&H! 6.$!
<.50!*0.$5!,3'!+.3:!G-G*K!






























06'3;) 5$:() ?$>=@?) A,*BC,!B:7D+) V&+%,<+&! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! &2&$:&'! ,5! /.*5&$%.$!
5&2/.$,+!&+&95$.'&!/,%$!7\n"E!%3!50&!&,$+8!D"ETDRE!2*!5%2&!H%3'.H!UXU"I""W!v!\KFj!1#{!KEDWK!




v! "OK]j! 1# {! KE"W! 9.36%$2&'! /$&?%.B*! 6%3'%3:*! .6! ,3! &,$+8! .3*&5! .6! 50&! QDLE$! 6.$! $,/%'!
$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!50&!*,2&!%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&K!X3!%'&35%58!N!?%&H!%35&$,95%.3!,//$.,90&'!*%:3%6%9,39&!
UXU"I""W!v!OK]j!1#{! KERWI! %3'%9,5%3:! 50,5! 50&!QDLE$! 5&3'&'!5.!<&! +,$:&$! 6.$!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!,*!





#S) %3! 50&! &,$+8! D"ETDRE!2*! 5%2&!H%3'.H! UXU"I""W! v! [KDj! 1# {! KEFWK! X! 5H.TH,8! %'&35%58! N! G-G!
%35&$,95%.3!H,*!*%:3%6%9,35!UXU"I""W!v!Lj!1#{!KELWI!,3'!,3!%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!%'&35%58!,3'!?%&H!
,//$.,90&'! *%:3%6%9,39&! UXU"I""W! v! OKLj! 1! {! KERWK! A0&$&! H,*! ,+*.! ,! 50$&&TH,8! %35&$,95%.3!
U%'&35%58!N!?%&H!N!G-G^!XU"I""W!v!RK\j!1# !{!KEFWK!-&/,$,5&!,3,+8*&*!H&$&!9.3'B95&'!6.$!&,90!G-GK!
#.$! 3%).2# G-G*I! 50&$&!H,*! ,!2,%3!&66&95! .6! %'&35%58! UXU"I""W! v! \KRj!1#{! KEDWI! ,3'! ,! *%:3%6%9,35!
%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3! %'&35%58!,3'!?%&H! UXU"I""W!v!""KLj!1#{! KE"WK! #.++.HTB/!.3&T5,%+&'! 5T5&*5*!
9.36%$2&'!50,5!,3!,35&$%.$!QDLE$!H,*!9+&,$+8!5$%::&$&'!.3!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!U2U""W!v!FKLj!1#
\# "Q!WI! <B5!H,*! ,<*&35! .3! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*! U2U""W! v"K[j!1#v! K"DDWK! -%2%+,$! 5.! 50&! /.*5&$%.$!
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    +1µV
Long ISIs
260-310 ms
210-260 ms 260-310 ms
Short ISIs
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E65() 5$:()?$>=@?)A,!BC-*B):7D+)X! +,5&!/.*5&$%.$!QDLE$!&2&$:&'! %3!50&!DRETF"E!2*!5%2&!
H%3'.H!UXU"I""W!v![KLj!1#{!KEFWI!,3'!H,*!,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,!*%:3%6%9,35!50$&&TH,8!%35&$,95%.3!




/,3&+WI! QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! &+%9%5&'! .3! 5$%,+*! H%50! 3%).2! G-G*! H&$&!2.$&! *B*5,%3&'! .3! ?%&HT
$&/&5%5%.3! 50,3! .3! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*I! ,3'! ,3! %'&35%58! N! ?%&H! %35&$,95%.3! ,//$.,90&'!
*%:3%6%9,39&!UXU"I""W!v!OK]j!1#{!KERWK!#.++.HTB/!,3,+8*&*!9.36%$2&'!50,5!,3!QDLE$!H,*!3.!+.3:&$!
/$&*&35!6.$!3%).2!G-G*!.3!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!%3!50&!+,5&!DRETF"E!2*!5%2&!%35&$?,+!UXU"I""W!v!











$&+%,<+&! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! G-G! UX# {! "WK! -&/,$,5&! 6.++.HTB/! ,3,+8*&*! H&$&!
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/$&*&35,5%.3! $&*B+5&'! %3!2,$(&'+8!/..$! $&9.:3%5%.3!/&$6.$2,39&! U&K:KI);&35.3!d!_,3!X++&3I!
"\[Dj!4&!V&3S%I!"\]RWK!A0&! 6%3'%3:!.6!3.$2,+! 6,9&!2,590%3:!,<%+%5%&*! %3!X7*!H0&3!5H.!6,9&*!
,$&! /$&*&35&'! *%2B+5,3&.B*+8! 0,*! <&&3! ,55$%<B5&'! 5.! 50&! B*&! .6! ,! *+.H! 6&,5B$&T<8T6&,5B$&!
2,590%3:!*5$,5&:8!50,5!%*!,?,%+,<+&)H0&3!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!,$&!*%2B+5,3&.B*+8!/$&*&35I!50&$&<8!
9.2/&3*,5%3:! 6.$! %3&66%9%&35!:+.<,+!*5$B95B$,+! 6,9&!/$.9&**%3:K! G3!9.35$,*5I! *B90!,! +.9,+!/,$5T
<,*&'! 2,590%3:! *5$,5&:8! %*! +&**! B*&6B+! 6.$! %3'%?%'B,5%3:! 5H.! *&JB&35%,++8! /$&*&35&'! 6,9&*K!
)%?&3!50&!'%66%9B+58!%3!2,590%3:!*&JB&35%,++8!/$&*&35&'!6,9&*I!H0,5!2%:05!<&!50&!+.9B*!.6!50%*!
'&6%9%5e! C,590%3:! 5H.! 6,9&*! /$&*&35&'! %3! $,/%'! *B99&**%.3! $&JB%$&*! &N/+%9%5! ,99&**! 5.! ,!




/$.*./,:3.*%,! $&6+&95*! ,3! B3'&$+8%3:! %2/,%$2&35! %3! 50&! /&$9&/5%.3! .6! :+.<,+T0.+%*5%9!





%'&35%58! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! %3! ,3! ,9JB%$&'! /$.*./,:3.*%9K! G3! 50%*! *5B'8I! ,! /,5%&35! H%50!






/&$*.3*K) A0&! 5H.! %2,:&*! %3! ,! /,%$! ,+H,8*! '%66&$&'! %3! &2.5%.3,+! &N/$&**%.3! 5.! &3*B$&! 50,5!
%36.$2,5%.3! ,<.B5! %'&35%58T%3?,$%,35! 6,9&! *5$B95B$&! ,<.?&! ,3'! <&8.3'! /B$&+8! %2,:&T<,*&'!
%36.$2,5%.3! 0,'! 5.! <&! &N5$,95&'K!4&*/%5&! ,3! %3,<%+%58! .6! 50&! %3'%?%'B,+!H%50!X7! 5.!&N/+%9%5+8!
2,590!50&!%'&35%58!.6!%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&*I!$&+%,<+&!&30,39&'!3&:,5%?%5%&*!H&$&!&+%9%5&'!,5!/.*5&$%.$!
&+&95$.'&*!.3!5$%,+*!H0&$&!5H.!6,9&*!'&/%95&'!5H.!'%66&$&35!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!50&!*,2&!/&$*.3K!
A0&! /$&*&39&! .6! $&+%,<+&! %'&35%58T*/&9%6%9! MV7! 2.'B+,5%.3*! %3! ,3! ,9JB%$&'! /$.*./,:3.*%9I!
50.B:05! 5.! $&6+&95! &,$+8!2,590%3:! <,*&'! .3! 6,9&! *5$B95B$&I! 9,3! <&! &N/+,%3&'! %6! 50&*&! &,$+8!
/&$9&/5B,+!6,9&!/$.9&**%3:!*5,:&*!,$&!3.5!,66&95&'K!X!+,5&$!&30,39&'!3&:,5%?%58!H,*!&+%9%5&'!,5!
qLEE!2*!5.!$&/&5%5%.3*!.6!50&!*,2&!6,9&!%3!<.50!50&!X7!/,$5%9%/,35!,3'!50&!9.35$.+!:$.B/I!,3'!
0,*! <&&3! +%3(&'! 5.! 9.?&$5! 2,590%3:! <,*&'! .3! ?%*B,+! *&2,35%9! 9.'&*! U;.<&*! &5! ,+KI! DEEFWK!
i?&$,++I!50&*&!6%3'%3:*!,$&!9.3*%*5&35!H%50!%35,95!,<*5$,95!/$.9&**%3:!.6!0.+%*5%9T9.36%:B$,+!6,9&!
*5$B95B$&! %3! X7I! H0%+&! .?&$5! 2,590%3:! .6! *&JB&35%,++8! /$&*&35&'! 6,9&*!2,8! $&JB%$&! &N/+%9%5!
,99&**!5.!*0.$5T5&$2!2&2.$8!.6!50&!6%$*5!U3.!+.3:&$!/$&*&35W!6,9&K!Y.H&?&$I!%2,:&!90,3:&*!%3!
50%*! *5B'8! H&$&! $&*5$%95&'! 5.! *B<5+&! ?,$%,5%.3*! %3! +.9,+! 6&,5B$&*! U&K:KI! '%66&$&39&*! %3! 6,9%,+!
&N/$&**%.3WI!H0%90!2,8!*5%++!0,?&!,++.H&'!50&!B*&!.6!+.HT+&?&+!/%95.$%,+!9B&*!,*!50&!<,*%*! 6.$!
6,9&!2,590%3:K!A0&$&6.$&I!,!'%66&$&35!/,55&$3!.6!$&*B+5*!2,8!&2&$:&!6.$!*&JB&35%,+!$&/&5%5%.3*!
.6! 5H.! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! ,9$.**! 90,3:&*! %3! ?%&H/.%35I! H0%90!2,$(&'+8! ,+5&$! 50&! :+.<,+! 6,9&!
*5$B95B$&K!!
>3+%(&! X7*I! %3'%?%'B,+*! H%50! 47!2,8! 3&?&$! ,9JB%$&! 58/%9,+! $&/$&*&35,5%.3*! .6! %3'%?%'B,+!
6,9&*I!H0%90!9.B+'!%2/+8!50,5!+.3:T5&$2!6,9&!2&2.$%&*!2,8!<&!9.2/+&5&+8!,<*&35!U;,$5.3!&5!
,+KI! DEE"WK!Y.H&?&$I! 50&!/$&*&39&!.6! 9.?&$5!3&B$,+! $&*/.3*&*! 5.! 6,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! %3! *.2&!47*!
%3'%9,5&*!50,5!50%*!9.3'%5%.3!'.&*!3.5!,+H,8*!$&*B+5!6$.2!,3!%3,<%+%58!5.!,9JB%$&!%3'%?%'B,+!6,9&!
$&/$&*&35,5%.3*I! <B5! %3! *.2&! 9,*&*! 6$.2! ,! 6,%+B$&! 5.! :,%3! ,99&**! 5.! ?%*B,+T/&$9&/5B,+! 6,9&!
2&2.$%&*K! A0&$&6.$&I! 50&! /.**%<%+%58! $&2,%3*! 50,5! &,$+8! ?%*B,+! *5,:&*! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&!
/$.9&**%3:! U%K&KI!&,$+8!/&$9&/5%.3!,3'!?%*B,+! 6,9&!2&2.$8W! ,$&! %35,95! %3! %3'%?%'B,+*!H%50!47I!
&?&3! H0&3! 5H.! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! ,$&! *0.H3! %3! '%66&$&35! ?%&H*! ,3'! ?%&HT%3'&/&3'&35! 6,9&!










A0&! ,%2!.6! MN/&$%2&35!]!H,*! 5.! %3?&*5%:,5&! 50&! /$&*&39&! ,3'! 3,5B$&!.6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3! /$.9&**&*! %3! %3'%?%'B,+*! H%50! 47! %3! ,3! 4(1,4842# ?%&HT2,590%3:! 5,*(K! AH.!




?%*B,+!*0.$5T5&$2!2&2.$8K! G6!&,$+8!?%*B,+!/$.9&**%3:! %*! %2/,%$&'! %3!*.2&!47*I!50%*!*0.B+'!<&!
$&6+&95&'!<8!,3!,58/%9,+!.$!,<*&35!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35K!C.$&.?&$I!H0%+&!58/%9,+!,'B+5*!*0.H!,!
$&+%,<+&! QDLE$! ,9$.**! <.50! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3*! ,3'! ?%&HT90,3:&*! U*&&! =0,/5&$*! D! ,3'! FW! 47*!
2%:05! *0.H! ,58/%9,+! 3&B$,+! $&*/.3*&*! .3! 5$%,+*! H%50! ,! ?%&HT90,3:&I! H0%90! $&JB%$&*! 50&!
/&$9&/5%.3! .6! ?%&HT%3?,$%,35! %'&35%58T*/&9%6%9! 9.'&*! 6$.2! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*K! X*! &N/+%9%5! 6,9&!
%'&35%58! 2,590%3:! 5,*(*! ,$&! 0,$'! ,3'! 6$B*5$,5%3:! 6.$! 47*I! ,3'!2,8! %2/,%$! 2.5%?,5%.3! .?&$!
+.3:&$!5%2&!/&$%.'*I!,3! 4(1,4842!?%&HT2,590%3:!5,*(!H,*!&2/+.8&'!%3!50&!/$&*&35!*5B'8K!A0%*!
5,*(! $&JB%$&'! *,2&n'%66&$&35! ?%&H! hB':2&35*! .3! /,%$*! .6! *&JB&35%,++8! /$&*&35&'! 6,9&*K!





IG# ;.)+1K! A&3! /,$5%9%/,35*! H%50! 47! U&%:05! 6&2,+&*WI! ,:&'! D\! 5.! LR! 8&,$*! U2&,3! ,:&! OR!
8&,$*I! -4! v! "EW! H&$&! 5&*5&'K! X++! $&/.$5&'! *&?&$&! '%66%9B+5%&*! %3! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! *%39&!
90%+'0..'I!,3'!H&$&!5&*5&'!.3!,!*&$%&*!.6!<&0,?%.B$,+!5&*5*!5.!,**&**!,3'!?&$%68!50&%$!$&/.$5&'!
6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!/$.<+&2*K!A,<+&!]K"!*0.H*!ST*9.$&*!.6!50&!/&$6.$2,39&!.6!,++!"E!%3'%?%'B,+*!
H%50!47! %3! 5H.!.6! 50&*&! 5&*5*K! G3! 50&!=,2<$%':&! #,9&!7&$9&/5%.3!A&*5! U=#7AWI! *%N! 6,9&*! %3!,!
6$.35!?%&H!0,?&!5.!<&!*.$5&'!,99.$'%3:!5.!50&!'&:$&&!.6!/&$9&/5B,+!2,590!H%50!,!5,$:&5!6,9&!
*0.H3! %3! ,! *%'&! ?%&HK! G3! 50&! =,2<$%':&! #,9&! C&2.$8! A&*5! U=#CAWI! 6,9&*! .6! *%N! 5,$:&5!
%3'%?%'B,+*! ,$&! +&,$3&'I! ,3'! 50&3! *B<*&JB&35+8! %'&35%6%&'! ,2.3:! 5H.! *%2B+5,3&.B*+8!
/$&*&35&'! '%*5$,95.$! 6,9&*! U*&&!4B90,%3&!d!Q,(,8,2,I!DEERWK! A0&! =#CA! %*! ,! *5,3',$'! 5&*5!
2&,*B$%3:!<.50!6,9&!/&$9&/5%.3!,3'!%22&'%,5&!?%*B,+!6,9&!2&2.$8!6.$!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*K!#.$!



























.6! %'&35%9,+!5,$:&5! %2,:&*!U=#CAT"W!*0.H&'!,! +,$:&!?,$%,<%+%58! %3!*9.$&*I!$,3:%3:!6$.2!0%:0+8!
%2/,%$&'! 5.! 3.$2,+! /&$6.$2,39&I! H0%90! 2,8! $&6+&95! 50&! *B99&**6B+! $&+%,39&! .3! +.HT+&?&+!




])92.),# ;.)+1"# A0&! 9.35$.+! :$.B/! 9.3*%*5&'! .6! 5&3! ,'B+5*! U3%3&! 6&2,+&*WI! ,:&'! DF! 5.! LO!
8&,$*!U2&,3!,:&!FO!8&,$*I!-4!v!"EW!H%50!3.!*B<h&95%?&!$&/.$5*!.6!6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3!'&6%9%5*K!X++!
/,$5%9%/,35*! H&$&! $%:05T0,3'&'! ,3'! 0,'! 3.$2,+! .$! 9.$$&95&'T5.T3.$2,+! ?%*%.3K! Z$%55&3!
%36.$2&'!9.3*&35!H,*!.<5,%3&'!<&6.$&!5&*5%3:K!!
:$(0&+&4$"08)) </,) U,"6,() >*K=X)
0.0$'))
>*K=)XG) >*K=XJ) >*K=X@) >*:=)
-KQK! LO! #! TDKDR! !!!!EKO"! TDKO\! T"K]F! TDK"L!
kKQK! OF! #! TDK"O! !!!!EKO"! TDK[D! T"KFF! TDKD\!
=KAK! F]! #! TDKRO! !!T"K]R! TDK[D! TDKE]! T"K"\!
=KCK! D\! C! TOKD\! !TDRK]R! TFK]]! T"KFF! TFK"E!
XK=K! O]! #! TDK[[! !!TRKO"! TDK[D! T"K]F! TOKER!
CK1K! O\! #! TDKLD! !!!T"K]R! !T"K"E! !T"K]F! T"KFF!
CKZK! LR! C! TDK"O! !!!!EKO"! TDK\R! T"KE]! T"KRE!
VK)K! FF! #! TFKED! !!T"K]R! TFKRL! T"K]F! TDKD\!
-KCK! LO! #! T"KDL! !!TRKO"! T"K"E! TEKL\! TDKE"!






A0&! *5%2B+B*! *&5!H,*! %'&35%9,+! 5.! MN/&$%2&35! F! U*&&! #%:B$&! ]K"WK!)$&8*9,+&! %2,:&*! .6! FE!
B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! U"L! 6&2,+&! 6,9&*W!H&$&! *0.H3! %3! &%50&$! ,! 6$.35! ?%&H! .$! ,! $%:05T6,9%3:! *%'&!
?%&H!,5!,3!,3:+&!.6!,//$.N%2,5&+8!OLsK!A0&!?%*B,+!,3:+&!*B<5&3'&'!<8!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&!%3!&,90!
/,%$!H,*!,+H,8*!DEm! +,$:&$! 50,3!50&!*&9.3'!6,9&!5.!,?.%'! %'&35%9,+! *5%2B+,5%.3!.6! 50&!*,2&!
$&5%3,+!,$&,*!.3!5$%,+*!H0&$&!50&!*,2&!6,9&!%2,:&!H,*!$&/&,5&'K!G2,:&*!*B<5&3'&'!,3!,3:B+,$!
*%S&! .6! RK\s! N! OKFs! U6%$*5! 6,9&! %3! ,! /,%$W! ,3'! ]KEs! N! LKDs! U*&9.3'! 6,9&WI! ,3'! 50&%$! ,?&$,:&!










 View Repetition View Change
Front               Front
    Front               Side
Side                    Side
  Side                   Front
Face Stimulus Sequence
!
#$%&'() H+*! MN,2/+&*!.6!3,5B$,+%*5%9! 6,9&! *5%2B+%! ,3'! 50&! 6.B$!'%66&$&35! 6,9&! *5%2B+B*! *&JB&39&*K! AH.! 6,9&*!
*0.H&'!&%50&$!50&!*,2&!.$!5H.!'%66&$&35!/&$*.3*!U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&WI! %3!&%50&$!50&!
*,2&!?%&H!U6$.35T6$.35!.$!*%'&T*%'&!5$%,+*j!?%&H!$&/&5%5%.3W!.$!,!'%66&$&35!?%&H!U6$.35T*%'&!.$!*%'&T6$.35j!?%&H!






A&2/.$,+! /,$,2&5&$*! .6! *5%2B+B*! /$&*&35,5%.3!H&$&! %'&35%9,+! 5.! 50.*&! B*&'! %3! /$&?%.B*!
&N/&$%2&35*K!M,90!*5%2B+B*!%3!,!/,%$!H,*!/$&*&35!6.$!DEE!2*I!*&/,$,5&'!<8!,!DEE!2*!G-GK!A0&!
%35&$5$%,+! %35&$?,+!H,*!"LEE!2*K! M,90! 6,9&! /,%$!H,*!&JB,++8! +%(&+8! 5.! *0.H! 50&! *,2&!.$! 5H.!
'%66&$&35! %3'%?%'B,+*I! ,3'! 50&! *,2&! .$! 5H.! '%66&$&35! ?%&H*K! A0&*&! 5H.! 6,95.$*! H&$&! ?,$%&'!
.$50.:.3,++8I! H%50! DE! 5$%,+*! /&$! <+.9(! 6.$! &,90! 9.2<%3,5%.3! .6! %'&35%58! U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!
?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&W! ,3'! ?%&H! U?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! ?&$*B*! ?%&HT90,3:&WK! 7,$5%9%/,35*!
/&$6.$2&'! *,2&n'%66&$&35! ?%&H! hB':2&35*!.3! *&JB&35%,++8!/$&*&35&'! 6,9&!/,%$*K! A0&8!H&$&!
%3*5$B95&'! 5.! $&*/.3'!H%50! ,! +&65T0,3'! <B55.3! /$&**! .3! 5$%,+*!H0&$&! 5H.! 6,9&*! *0.H&'! 50&!






H,*! $&9.$'&'! 6$.2!DL! *9,+/! *%5&*! %39+B'%3:! ,''%5%.3,+! /.*5&$%.$! &+&95$.'&! /,%$! 7\! ,3'! 7"EK!
#.++.H%3:!,$5%6,95!$&h&95%.3I!MM)!H,?&6.$2*!H&$&!,?&$,:&'!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!&,90!9.2<%3,5%.3!
.6! 50&! 6,95.$*! %'&35%58! U%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!?&$*B*! %'&35%58T90,3:&W! ,3'!?%&H! U?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!




<&5H&&3T*B<h&95*! 6,95.$*! :$.B/! U47! ?&$*B*! 9.35$.+! :$.B/WK! A.! ,**&**! 50&! &66&95! .6! 6,9&!
+&,$3%3:!%3!50&!47!:$.B/!.3+8I!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!H&$&!,3,+8S&'!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!50&!6%$*5!0,+6!
U<+.9(*!"TOW!,3'!50&!*&9.3'!0,+6!U<+.9(*!LT]W!.6!50&!&N/&$%2&35K!A0&*&!,3,+8*&*!%39+B'&'!50&!
,''%5%.3,+! 6,95.$! 0,+6! U6%$*5! 0,+6! ?&$*B*! *&9.3'! 0,+6WK! G5! 0,*! 5.! <&! 3.5&'! 50,5! 5H.! 47*! .3+8!
9.2/+&5&'!R!.B5!.6!]!&N/&$%2&35,+!<+.9(*!'B&!5.!5%$&'3&**K!#.$!50.*&!5H.!47*I!MV7!,?&$,:&*!
%3! <+.9(*! "TO! U6%$*5! 0,+6W! H&$&! 9.2/,$&'! H%50! 50.*&! .<5,%3&'! 6.$! <+.9(*! LTR! U*&9.3'! 0,+6WK!











IG#J&.3+3# 8)92.),#;.)+1K)C&,3!,99B$,98! 6.$! 50&!?%&HT2,590%3:! 5,*(!H,*!\FmI!,3'! 50&$&!
H,*!3.!2,%3!&66&95!.6!:$.B/!UX!{!"WK!X99B$,98!H,*!0%:0&$!6.$!*,2&!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!'%66&$&35!
?%&H! hB':2&35*! U\Om! ?&$*B*! \"mj! XU"I"]W! v! LKRj! 1! {! KEOWI! ,3'! .3! 5$%,+*! H0&$&! 5H.! 6,9&*!
*0.H&'!50&!*,2&!$&+,5%?&!5.!5H.!'%66&$&35!%'&35%5%&*!U\Om!?&$*B*!\"mj!XU"I"]W!v!""K]j!1!{!KEOWK!




H&$&! 3.! %35&$,95%.3*! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! :$.B/! UX! {! "WI! .$! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! ?%&H!
UXU"I"]W! v! ""Kj!1#v! KF"DWK! A0&$&!H,*! ,+*.! 3.! 50$&&TH,8! %35&$,95%.3! U%'&35%58! N! ?%&H!N! :$.B/^!







2*I!REO!2*I!,3'!R""!2*I! $&*/&95%?&+8WK! A0%*!H,*! $&6+&95&'!<8!2,%3!&66&95*!.6! ?%&H! ULRL!2*!
?&$*B*!RE]!2*j!XU"I"]W! v!DFKDj!1! {! KEE"WI! %'&35%58! UL[F!2*! ?&$*B*!REE!2*j!XU"I"]W! v!OOj!1! {!
KEE"WI!,3'!,!*%:3%6%9,35!%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!<.50!6,95.$*!U%'&35%58!N!?%&H^!XU"I"]W!v!RRKRj!1!{!
KEE"WK! X! ?%&H! N! :$.B/! %35&$,95%.3! ,//$.,90&'! *%:3%6%9,39&! UXU"I"]W! v!FKFj!1! {! KE\WK! A0%*!H,*!
6.++.H&'! B/! <8! *&/,$,5&! ,3,+8*&*! 6.$! &,90! :$.B/^! VA*! H&$&! *%:3%6%9,35+8! 6,*5&$! .3! ?%&HT
$&/&5%5%.3!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!?%&HT90,3:&!5$%,+*!%3!50&!47!:$.B/!UL]"!2*!?&$*B*!RF\2*j#XU"I\W!v!













#%:B$&! ]KD! U5./! /,3&+W! *0.H*! :$,3'! ,?&$,:&'! MV7!H,?&6.$2*! &+%9%5&'! ,5! +,5&$,+! .99%/%5,+!
&+&95$.'&!/,%$!7\n"E!5.!%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3*!,3'!%'&35%58T90,3:&*!%3!50&!OEE!2*!%35&$?,+!,65&$!
50&! .3*&5! .6! 50&! *&9.3'! 6,9&K! MV7*! ,$&! ,?&$,:&'! ,9$.**! ,++! &%:05! &N/&$%2&35,+! <+.9(*! ,3'!
,9$.**!?%&HT90,3:&!,3'!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*I!,3'!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8! 6.$! 50&!47!,3'!50&!
9.35$.+! :$.B/K! V&/&5%5%.3*! .6! 50&! *,2&! 6,9&! 5$%::&$&'! 90,$,95&$%*5%9! <%+,5&$,+! QDLE$!
3&:,5%?%5%&*!.?&$!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&*I!H0%90!H&$&!,99.2/,3%&'!<8!,!6$.35,+!/.*%5%?%58!%3!50&!
*,2&!+,5&398!$,3:&! %3!<.50!50&!47!,3'!50&!9.35$.+!:$.B/!U*&&!#%:B$&!]KDI!<.55.2!/,3&+WK! !X!
$&+%,<+&!QDLE$!H,*! 3.5!.3+8! &+%9%5&'! %3! 9.35$.+! /,$5%9%/,35*I! <B5! ,+*.! %3! %3'%?%'B,+*!H%50!47K!






















    -1µV
220 - 280 ms               
    +1µV




#$%&'() H+,! A./!/,3&+^!)$,3'T,?&$,:&'!MV7*!2&,*B$&'!,5! +,5&$,+!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&*!7\n"E! %3! 50&!OEE!2*!
%35&$?,+! ,65&$! 50&!.3*&5! .6! 50&! *&9.3'! *5%2B+B*! %3! ,! 6,9&!/,%$! 6.$! %'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*! U*.+%'! +%3&*W! ,3'!
%'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*! U',*0&'! +%3&*WK!MV7*!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!50&!47!,3'!50&!9.35$.+!:$.B/I!,3'!,$&!















50&$&!H,*! 3.! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! :$.B/! UXU"I"]W! v! "KDj! 1#v! KD]FWK! X! '%66&$&35!
/%95B$&!&2&$:&'!6.$!?%&HT90,3:&!5$%,+*^!Y&$&I!,!2,%3!&66&95!.6!%'&35%58!UXU"I"]W!v!DK[j!1#{!KEDW!
H,*! ,99.2/,3%&'! <8! ,! 3&,$+8! *%:3%6%9,35! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! :$.B/! UXU"I"]W! v!
OKOj!1#{!KERWK!!
A.!'%$&95+8!9.2/,$&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35*!&+%9%5&'!.3!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!,3'!?%&HT90,3:&!5$%,+*I!
*&/,$,5&! ,3,+8*&*!H&$&! /&$6.$2&'! 6.$! 47! ,3'! 9.35$.+! /,$5%9%/,35*K! #.$! 50&! 9.35$.+! :$.B/I!




50&!QDLE$! %*!?%&HT%3?,$%,35! %3!,'B+5*!H%50!58/%9,+! 6,9&!$&9.:3%5%.3K!#.$!50&!47!:$.B/I!,!9+&,$!
QDLE$!9.2/.3&35!H,*!&+%9%5&'!<8!$&/&5%5%.3*!?&$*B*!90,3:&*!.6!%'&35%58!UXU"I\W!v!]KFj!1#{!KEDWK!
X3!%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!%'&35%58!,3'!?%&H!H,*!3.5!$&+%,<+&!%3!47!/,$5%9%/,35*!UXU"I\W!v!DKFj!1#v!
K"R[WI! ,3'! *&/,$,5&! ,3,+8*&*! 6.$! &,90! +&?&+! .6! 50&! 6,95.$! ?%&H! *0.H&'! 50,5! 50&! QDLE$!







































A.! ,**&**! 50&! %2/,95! .6! +&,$3%3:! .3! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! /$.9&**&*! %3! 47! /,$5%9%/,35*I! MV7*!
2&,*B$&'! %3! 50&! 6%$*5! 0,+6! .6! 50&! &N/&$%2&35! U<+.9(*! "TOW! ,3'! 50&! *&9.3'! 0,+6! U<+.9(*! LT]j!
<+.9(*!LTR!6.$!5H.!%3'%?%'B,+*!H%50!47W!H&$&!,3,+8S&'!*&/,$,5&+8K!X*!*0.H3!%3!#%:B$&!]KOI!9+&,$!
QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35*! &2&$:&'! %3! 50&! *&9.3'! 0,+6! .6! 50&! &N/&$%2&35! 9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**! 6,95.$!
?%&HK! G3! 9.35$,*5I! ,3! QDLE$! %3! 50&! 6%$*5! 0,+6! .6! 50&! &N/&$%2&35! %*! ?%*%<+&I! <B5! %*! *5$.3:+8!
,55&3B,5&'! ,*! 9.2/,$&'! 5.! 50&! *&9.3'! 0,+6K! X3! %39$&,*&! %3! 50&! .99%/%5,+! 3&:,5%?%58! .?&$!
/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&*!UQDLE$W!%3!50&!*&9.3'!,*!9.2/,$&'!5.!50&!6%$*5!0,+6!.6!50&!&N/&$%2&35!%*!
6B$50&$! '&2.3*5$,5&'! %3! #%:B$&! ]KO! U<.55.2! /,3&+WI! *0.H%3:! *9,+/! 5./.:$,/0%&*! .6! QDLE$!
'%66&$&39&!,2/+%5B'&*!9,+9B+,5&'!<8!*B<5$,95%3:!MV7*!.3! %'&35%58T90,3:&!5$%,+*! 6$.2!MV7*!.3!
%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*K!!
X! 9+&,$!QDLE$!H,*!/$&*&35!,5!/.*5&$%.$!&+&95$.'&!/,%$!7\n"E! UXU"I\W!v!\K\j!1! v! KE"DWI!<B5!
50&$&!H,*! 3.! %35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! 0,+6! UXU"I\W! v! "KRj!1! v! KDODWI! .$! ,! 50$&&TH,8!
%35&$,95%.3! U%'&35%58! N! ?%&H! N! 0,+6^# X! {! "WK! -&/,$,5&! ,3,+8*&*! H&$&! 9.3'B95&'! 6.$! MV7*!








KERWI! <B5! 50&$&! H,*! 3.! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3! %'&35%58! ,3'! 0,+6! UX! {! "WK! X! '%66&$&35! /%95B$&!
&2&$:&'!.3!?%&HT90,3:&!5$%,+*^!Y&$&I!50&$&!H,*!3.!2,%3!&66&95!.6! %'&35%58!UXU"I\W!v!DKDj!1!v!
K"[OWI!<B5!,!*%:3%6%9,35!%35&$,95%.3!<&5H&&3!%'&35%58!,3'!0,+6!UXU"I\W!v!RK]j!1!{!KEFWI!%3'%9,5%3:!
















    -1µV
220 - 280 ms               
    +1µV
First Half Second Half
!
#$%&'() H+.! A./! /,3&+^! )$,3'T,?&$,:&'! MV7*! 6.$! 50&!47! :$.B/I! 9.++,/*&'! ,9$.**! ?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3! ,3'! ?%&HT
90,3:&!5$%,+*K!MV7*!,$&!*0.H3!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!50&!6%$*5!0,+6!U<+.9(*!"TOW!,3'!50&!*&9.3'!0,+6!U<+.9(*!LT]!%3!&%:05!
47*j! <+.9(*! LTR! %3! 5H.! 47*WK! ;.55.2! /,3&+^! A./.:$,/0%9! 2,/*! .6! QDLE$! '%66&$&39&! H,?&*! U.<5,%3&'! <8!







A0&! ,%2! .6! MN/&$%2&35! [! H,*! 5.! 5&*5! 50&! /$&*&39&! ,3'! 3,5B$&! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&!
$&9.:3%5%.3!/$.9&**&*! %3!,!:$.B/!.6! 5&3!47*! %3!,3! 4(1,4842! 5,*(!50,5! $&JB%$&'!*,2&n'%66&$&35!
?%&H! hB':2&35*! .6! *&JB&35%,++8! /$&*&35&'! 6,9&! /,%$*K! i3! &,90! 5$%,+I! 5H.! %2,:&*! H&$&!
/$&*&35&'!%3!$,/%'!*B99&**%.3I!,3'!50&*&!&%50&$!*0.H&'!50&!*,2&!.$!5H.!'%66&$&35!%3'%?%'B,+*I!
%3!&%50&$!50&!*,2&!.$!5H.!'%66&$&35!?%&H*K!AH.!$&*&,$90!08/.50&*&*!H&$&!5&*5&'^!#%$*5I!%6!&,$+8!
?%*B,+! 6,9&!/$.9&**&*!,$&! %35,95! %3!*.2&!47*I!50%*!*0.B+'!<&!$&6+&95&'!<8!50&!/$&*&39&!.6!,3!
QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35! 5.! *,2&! 6,9&! $&/&5%5%.3*K! i3! 50&! 9.35$,$8I! 50&! 6%3'%3:! .6! ,3! ,58/%9,+! .$!
&?&3! ,<*&35! QDLE$! %3! 47! /,$5%9%/,35*! H.B+'! %3'%9,5&! ,3! B3'&$+8%3:! '%66%9B+58! 5.! &N5$,95!
%'&35%58T$&+,5&'!?%*B,+!%36.$2,5%.3!6$.2!B36,2%+%,$!6,9&*!%3!,!5,*(!H0&$&!%'&35%58!%*!%$$&+&?,35K!
-&9.3'I!%6!,3!QDLE$!%*!/$&*&35!%3!47!/,$5%9%/,35*!.3!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!5$%,+*!UH0&$&!5H.!%2,:&*!
*0,$&! +.HT+&?&+! /&$9&/5B,+! 6&,5B$&*W! <B5! 3.5! .3! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*I! 50%*! H.B+'! %3'%9,5&! ,3!
B3'&$+8%3:! /&$9&/5B,+! %2/,%$2&35! %3! &N5$,95%3:! 2.$&! ,<*5$,95! ?%*B,+! 9B&*! ,<.B5! %3'%?%'B,+!
%'&35%58K!G3!,''%5%.3I!MV7!H,?&6.$2*!%3!47!/,$5%9%/,35*!H&$&!9.2/B5&'!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!50&!6%$*5!
0,+6! U<+.9(*!"TOW! ,3'! *&9.3'!0,+6! U<+.9(*!LT]W!.6! 50&!&N/&$%2&35! 5.! %3?&*5%:,5&! %2/+%9%5! 6,9&!
+&,$3%3:!%3!47K!
X3,+8*&*!.6!MV7!',5,!9.++,/*&'!,9$.**!,++!&N/&$%2&35,+!<+.9(*!'&2.3*5$,5&'!50,5!,!$&+%,<+&!
QDLE$! 9.2/.3&35!H,*! &+%9%5&'! %3! 9.35$.+! /,$5%9%/,35*! <8! $&/&5%5%.3*! .6! 50&! *,2&! %3'%?%'B,+!




:$.B/K!A0%*! %*!&N,95+8! 50&! 6%3'%3:!50,5!H.B+'!<&!&N/&95&'! %6!&,$+8! 6,9&!/&$9&/5%.3!,3'!?%*B,+!
H.$(%3:! 2&2.$8! ,$&! */,$&'! %3! *.2&! %3'%?%'B,+*! H%50! 47! U*&&! #%:B$&! ]KDI! 5./! /,3&+WI!
*B::&*5%3:!,!*/,$&'!'&:$&&!.6!6B395%.3,+!3.$2,+%58!'B$%3:!&,$+8!6,9&!/$.9&**%3:!*5,:&*!'&*/%5&!
*&?&$&! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! '&6%9%5*! %3! 50&! *,2&! %3'%?%'B,+*! %3! ',%+8! +%6&K! C.$&.?&$I! *9,+/!
5./.:$,/08!,3'!.3*&5!+,5&398!.6!50&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35!H&$&!?&$8!*%2%+,$!6.$!<.50!%3'%?%'B,+*!
H%50! %35,95! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! ,<%+%5%&*! ,3'! '&?&+./2&35,+! /$.*./,:3.*%9*! U*&&! #%:B$&! ]KDI)
<.55.2! /,3&+WK! A0&*&! 6%3'%3:*! /$.?%'&! &+&95$./08*%.+.:%9,+! &?%'&39&! 6.$! 50&! %2/+%9%5!
/$.9&**%3:! .6! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! %'&35%58! %3! ,! ?%&HT2,590%3:! 5,*(! %3! ,! :$.B/! .6! 5&3! 47*I!
'&2.3*5$,5%3:! %35,95! 3&B$,+! /$.9&**&*! 6.$! 50&! /&$9&/5%.3! .6! %3'%?%'B,+! %'&35%58! &?&3!H0&3!







+&,$3%3:! .6! 3&H! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&! %'&35%5%&*K! A0B*I! 50&! /$&*&35! ',5,! :.! <&8.3'! 6%3'%3:*! 6$.2!
M%2&$!&5!,+K!<8!*0.H%3:!50,5!%'&35%58T$&+,5&'!6,9%,+!9B&*!,$&!,+$&,'8!&N5$,95&'!6.++.H%3:!?&$8!
6&H! &39.B35&$*! H%50! %3%5%,++8! 3.?&+! B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*K! A0%*! 90,++&3:&*! 50&! 08/.50&*%*! 50,5! ,!
:&3&$,+! '&6%9%5! %3! 50&! ?%*B,+! ,*/&95*! .6! %'&35%58T$&+,5&'! /$.9&**%3:! B3'&$+%&*! ,++! 58/&*! .6!
/$.*./,:3.*%,! U#,$,0! &5! ,+KI! "\\FWK! G3*5&,'I! 50&! 9B$$&35! 6%3'%3:*! ,$&! 9.2/,5%<+&! H%50! ,!
3&B$./*890.+.:%9,+! ,99.B35! .6! '&?&+./2&35,+! /$.*./,:3.*%,I! H0%90! /$./.*&*! ,! '&:$&&! .6!
*/,$&'! /&$9&/5B,+! 6,9&! /$.9&**%3:! 2&90,3%*2*! ,3'! +.9,+%S&'! %2/,%$2&35*! 5.! '%*5%395! *B<T
9.2/.3&35*! .$! 9.33&95%3:! +%3(*K! X//+%&'! 5.! 50&! 5&*5&'! 5&3!47*! %3! 50&! /$&*&35! &N/&$%2&35I!
*&?&$&! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3!'&6%9%5*!2,8!,$%*&!'B&! 5.!'%*$B/5&'! +%3(*!<&5H&&3! %35,95!/&$9&/5B,+!
6,9&!2&2.$%&*!,3'!*&2,35%9!2&2.$%&*!50,5!&3,<+&!9.3*9%.B*!6,2%+%,$%58K!A0%*!&N/+,3,5%.3!%*!




%3! 47*I! ,3'! H0&50&$! 50&*&! H.B+'! 3.5! .3+8! <&! /$&*&35! .3! 5$%,+*! H0&$&! 50&! *,2&! 6,9&!H,*!
$&/&,5&'!%3!50&!*,2&!?%&HI!<B5!,+*.!.3!5$%,+*!H%50!,!?%&H!90,3:&K!i3!50&!+,55&$!58/&!.6!5$%,+*I!
%'&35%58!/$.9&**%3:!%*!,**B2&'!5.!<&!<,*&'!.3!50&!,9JB%*%5%.3!.6!,3!%3?,$%,35!%'&35%58T*/&9%6%9!
6,9&! $&/$&*&35,5%.3! 9.2/,$&'! 5.! 2&$&! $&+%,39&! .3! %2,:&T<,*&'! /%95.$%,+! %36.$2,5%.3K!
X99.$'%3:+8I!47*! *0.B+'!<&!B3,<+&! 5.! $&+8!.3!,! +.9,+! 6&,5B$&T2,590%3:! *5$,5&:8!<B5!3&&'! 5.!
B*&! :+.<,+T0.+%*5%9! 6,9&! /$.9&**%3:! %3! .$'&$! 5.! &N5$,95! %'&35%58T*&3*%5%?&! %36.$2,5%.3! 6$.2! ,!
6,9&K!_%*B,+!%3*/&95%.3!.6!QDLE$!,2/+%5B'&*!6.$!%'&35%58T$&/&5%5%.3*!?&$*B*!90,3:&*I!*&/,$,5&+8!
6.$! 47! ,3'! 9.35$.+! /,$5%9%/,35*I! *0.H&'! 50,5! 50%*! 9.2/.3&35! H,*! 9+&,$+8! &+%9%5&'! %3! <.50!
:$.B/*K!Y.H&?&$I!,3,+8*&*!6.$!47!,3'!9.35$.+!:$.B/I!*&/,$,5&+8!6.$!?%&HT$&/&5%5%.3!,3'!?%&HT
90,3:&! 5$%,+*! *B::&*5&'! ,! '%66&$&35%,+! &66&95! .6! 6,95.$! ?%&H! .3! QDLE$! ,2/+%5B'&*K! i3! ?%&HT
$&/&5%5%.3! 5$%,+*I! ,3!QDLE$! .6! *%2%+,$! *%S&!H,*! 5$%::&$&'! 6.$! <.50! 47! ,3'! 9.35$.+! :$.B/*K! G3!
9.35$,*5I! ,! '%66&$&35! /%95B$&! &2&$:&'! 6.$! ?%&HT90,3:&! 5$%,+*^! Y&$&I! ,! $&+%,<+&! QDLE$! H,*!
&+%9%5&'! 6.$! 9.35$.+! /,$5%9%/,35*I! <B5! 50%*! 9.2/.3&35! ,//&,$&'! 5.! <&! *5$.3:+8! ,55&3B,5&'! %3!
50&!47!:$.B/!U*&&!#%:B$&!]KFI!<.55.2!/,3&+*WI!*B::&*5%3:!'%66&$&39&*!<&5H&&3!50&!5H.!:$.B/*!
%3! 50&! ,<%+%58! ,3'n.$! &66%9%&398! 5.! &N5$,95! %3?,$%,35! ,*/&95*!.6! 6,9%,+! %'&35%58K! A0B*I!H0&$&,*!






6,9&! *5$B95B$&! *&&2*! 5.! <&! %2/,%$&'! %3! *.2&! 47*K! G6! 50%*! %*! 9.$$&95I! ,! *&+&95%?&! /&$9&/5B,+!
'&6%9%5! 5.! &39.'&! 0.+%*5%9T9.36%:B$,+! %36.$2,5%.3! 2,8! B3'&$+%&! 6,9&! $&9.:3%5%.3! '&6%9%5*! %3!
*.2&!47*I!$&*B+5%3:!%3!50&!6,%+B$&!5.!,9JB%$&!,!*B66%9%&35+8!'&5,%+&'!/&$9&/5B,+!2&2.$8!5$,9&!
.6!50&!6%$*5!6,9&!50,5!,++.H*!*B<*&JB&35!$&9.:3%5%.3!.6!50&!*,2&!/&$*.3!*0.H3!%3!,!'%66&$&35!
?%&HK! Y.H&?&$I! 50%*! 9.39+B*%.3! 3&&'*! 5.! <&! JB,+%6%&'I! ,*! 50&! $&+&?,35! %35&$,95%.3! <&5H&&3!
%'&35%58!,3'!?%&H!6.$!50&!QDLE$!9.2/.3&35!%3!50&!47!:$.B/!H,*!3.5!*%:3%6%9,35I!/$&*B2,<+8!
'B&! 5.! +,$:&! %35&$%3'%?%'B,+! '%66&$&39&*! <&5H&&3!47*! %3! 50&! &66&95! .6! ?%&H! 90,3:&*! .3! 50&!
QDLE$K!
>36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*! H&$&! B*&'! %3! 50&! /$&*&35! *5B'8! H%50! H0%90! 47! /,$5%9%/,35*! <&9,2&!
6,2%+%,$! %3! 50&! 9.B$*&! .6! 50&! &%:05! &N/&$%2&35,+! <+.9(*K! X3! %35&$&*5%3:! JB&*5%.3! 9.39&$3*!
H0&50&$! QDLE$! $&*/.3*&*! %3! 47*! ,$&! 2.'B+,5&'! <8! $&/&,5&'! &N/.*B$&! 5.! %3%5%,++8! 3.?&+!
B36,2%+%,$! 6,9&*I! %3'%9,5%?&! .6! %2/+%9%5! %'&35%58! +&,$3%3:K! G6! $&/&,5&'! &N/.*B$&! 5.! 50&! *,2&!
6,9%,+! %'&35%5%&*! %3! 50&! 9.B$*&! .6! 50&! &N/&$%2&35! $&*B+5*! %3! JB,+%5,5%?&! 90,3:&*! %3! 50&!
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